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INTRODUCTION
Our last report on innovation in the mining industry 
was published in 2015 and finished with the comment – 
‘mining innovation is under severe pressure following the 
commodity price boom’. 

In two years, much has changed. The cost cutting 
phase that followed the China boom has largely been 
exhausted and many businesses are feeling the added 
security of stronger demand, higher commodity prices 
and strengthened balance sheets. With structurally lower 
operating costs, many are now turning their attention to 
the question of sustainable growth.

For as long as commerce has existed, the nexus of trade, 
specialisation and technology has underpinned economic 
growth and the improvement in our quality of life. The 
powerful effects of trade enable the specialisation of 
skills and output which in turn drives the development of 
improvements and breakthroughs in technology, ultimately 
further reinforcing the trading cycle. This is the essence of 
innovation, growth and globalisation.

Over time, many have pointed to the mining industry 
and said it is not ‘innovative’ – that its equipment is just 
scaled up versions of technology that was largely available 
decades ago. 

For mining companies that want to thrive in the future this 
is no longer true. While mining has always been one of the 
most integrated and trade exposed industries in the world, 
this was more so for the product it sold than for its supply 
chain. Today, trade and competition in the mining supply 
chain has catalysed an incredible burst of specialisation 
and technology development that promises to transform 
many aspects of the way we mine. Mining is beginning to 
feel the benefits of the transformation of digital, physical 
and energy technologies – these are not trends that will go 
backwards.

5



Innovation is difficult to define but, to paraphrase the 
former United States Supreme Court Justice Potter 
Stewart, ‘you know it when you see it.’ There is often 
conjecture as to what it is and what it is not, and, in 
truth, it can differ depending on the context. Our own 
understanding of innovation is broader than a pure focus on 
technology, including the business model, operating model 
and products and innovation in how we integrate with the 
broader community. Innovation is something that does 
not merely improve an existing approach but predicates an 
entirely new way of doing things. 

It is about shifting the trajectory, bringing greater reward 
for reduced effort, and therein lie the risks. Change 
management was selected as the biggest reason for the 
failure of innovation – this is because innovation is complex 
and conventional change management often ignores 
both the complexity of cultural transformation and the 
integrated nature of operations. This leads to resistance, 
misaligned incentives and unforeseen impacts, ultimately 
failing to change the business in the long-term. 

Innovation is increasingly coming from the edge, from 
outside the industry. Mining is opening up more and this 
is a good thing. Technology buyers are starting to prefer 
industry agnostic offerings from suppliers, over the 
historically mining centric offerings that have been available 
in the past, in the belief that broad industry exposure will 
lead to accelerated innovation outcomes.

There is no disputing that innovation is essential for 
long-term survival, let alone growth. For miners, even 
defining what the long term is can be difficult. Assets 
last for decades but business planning timeframes rarely 
extend beyond three to five years in practice. Incentives 
for executives are often targeted at even shorter term 
metrics. This raises the question – how do we secure 
and wisely spend risk capital to achieve growth? This is 
a big issue for mining. Categorising investment in core 
process, market and social innovation in the same light as 
exploration is important and we are beginning to see more 
of this in both the survey and with our clients. 

The State of Play was initiated five years ago with the 
ambition to create a platform to support industry 
discussion of innovation and performance at a strategic 
level. The drivers for this ambition were straightforward. 
Much of the material that seeks to provide insight on 
innovation tends to be drawn from industries that do not 
have the same high capital, long lifecycle and market 
uncertainty characteristics as that faced by mining. 

The State of Play has become the biggest survey of its kind 
in the mining industry - this year more than 800 mining 
and mining equipment, technology and services (METS) 
executives have participated in the survey. 

Dozens more have visited our offices in the US, Germany, 
South Africa and Australia and we have also had the 
privilege to interview more than 30 CEOs and C-level 
executives to dig into specific areas of interest –  
including geographic differences, industry blind-spots  
and topical issues.

Our insights are becoming more contextualised with the 
availability of five years of longitudinal data to demonstrate 
changing sentiment and focus through a very interesting 
period for the industry. Where possible, we have drawn 
on our broader experience in developing business and 
technology strategies in the industry over the past  
fifteen years. 

This year we have based much of our analysis and 
discussion on the geographical differences between 
mining regions. This has been extremely insightful and 
has broadened our understanding of what is influencing 
innovation in four distinct regions: 

India  
Lower per capita wealth, mining is not a central industry

United States  
Higher per capita wealth, mining is not a central industry

South Africa  
Lower per capita wealth, mining is a central industry

Australia  
Higher per capita wealth, mining is a central industry

We have been fortunate to have been able to interview the 
CEOs of India’s four largest mining companies, its largest 
technology company and its Secretary for Mines while 
also interviewing the CEOs of South Africa’s four largest 
mining companies and several key services companies. The 
richness of the insight to come out of these discussions 
has led us to publish two supporting reports on each 
country (which are available separately as free downloads).

Enjoy!  

THE STATE OF PLAY TEAM

Graeme Stanway 
Paul Mahoney 
Corinna Griebel
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Sierra Leone 
Chinese investment has buoyed mining as the trend of 
Western miners pulling out of the country owing to rising 
costs and risk are being replaced by the more risk-tolerant 
Chinese.

Ukraine 
ArcelorMittal is continuing the modernisation of the 
Ukrainian mining industry through significant investment 
in operations that may encourage others to look past its 
issues with Russia.

Colombia 
Is emerging as a significant mining country in South 
America, with advantages like access to both the 
Caribbean and Pacific oceans, and increased political 
stability, but unique and delicate biodiversity.

Bulgaria 
Has provided the location for one of the industry’s best 
examples of digitisation by Dundee Precious Metals – 
its workforce is becoming one of the most technically 
sophisticated in global mining.

Ghana 
 In a major win for AngloGold Ashanti, the Ghanaian 
military have largely cleared its largest gold mine, Obuasi, 
of illegal miners without any injury or loss of life for the first 
time in decades.

India 
Undertaking a root and branch reset of the mining and 
exploration industry; facing pressure to innovate to 
improve environmental and social outcomes.

Singapore 
 Industry marketing teams based in Singapore are coming 
under sustained pressure in the face of improving price 
forecasting and value chain optimisation software.

Papua New Guinea 
Will welcome deep sea robots in 2019 to mine rich mineral 
deposits off the coast through Nautilus Mining, kicking off 
what many believe will be a gold rush.

United Kingdom 
As the financial and governance centre for many major 
mining businesses, many executives are describing a 
change in investor’s mentality towards environmental 
innovation. 

Canada 
Industry is working towards a technology roadmap that 
aims for zero waste through a fifty percent reduction in 
energy and water use.

United States 
A well-established industry with high labour costs – miners 
in the US are focusing their attention on the safety 
and efficiency benefits of automation and value chain 
integration.

Brazil 
The highly innovative S11D project has captured the 
imagination and attention of bulk miners globally with its 
promise of lower operating costs and flexibility.

Chile 
Twin demands of high energy prices and low water 
availability is forcing Chile’s mining industry to look towards 
step change processing innovations or face the prospect 
of expensive desalination.

South Africa 
Is at a ‘breakthrough or break’ point, requiring industry 
collaboration to innovate to overcome declining reserves 
and social and environmental pressures.

COUNTRIES IN BRIEF 
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Egypt 
While only having a single commercial gold mine, Egypt 
issued its first international tender for gold mining 
concessions in eight years, largely to address illegal mining 
in the Eastern Desert.

Morocco 
 Phosphates giant OCP is driving Morocco’s increasing 
ambition to integrate with other African countries through 
the creation of new plants in several countries.

Botswana 
Several mines in Botswana are the first in Africa to 
adopt the Canadian model of sustainability that requires 
members to continuously asses their mining practices and 
report them to the community.

Tanzania 
The Tanzania government is pushing miners to value-add 
through the imposition of an export ban on gold and copper 
ores.

China 
The transition to a services economy continues apace in 
mining with the growth of capable and innovative smelter 
and processing plant design and construction export 
industry.

Japan 
Butterfly effects of the Fukushima reactor meltdown in 
2011 are still being felt by the uranium industry as the 
uranium that would have been delivered to shutdown 
reactors is being stockpiled.

Australia 
Broad push to migrate to open systems data platforms 
to enable next generation sensing, communications, 
automation and mine planning; facing another election 
focused on energy policy.

Mexico 
President Trump’s impact on the peso is being thanked 
for bumper profits in the Mexican silver industry – the slide 
in the peso is pushing costs lower while silver prices are 
ramping up.

Germany 
Companies from the Mittelstand continue to drive 
innovation in mining, from tunnel miners to the latest 
example of electric, 400 tonne capacity, modular haul 
trucks that can form a single haul train.

Russia 
Remains the third largest gold producer in the world and, 
despite record earnings from high gold prices, its miners’ 
valuations remain low due to the Russian risk discount.

Indonesia 
Continues to be a complex and uncertain policy 
environment for global miners that has considerably 
dampened investors’ interest in its vast natural resources.

Democratic Republic of Congo 
Sovereign risk issues are keeping the majors away, but holds 
one of the richest sources of minerals globally to underpin 
the electrification of the economy – particularly copper and 
cobalt.

Mongolia 
Sovereign risk is an ongoing factor with politically 
connected mine sales.  Oyu Tolgoi project is now cleared 
and pressure is on Rio Tinto to deliver.
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ECOSYSTEM

The health of innovation in mining is largely determined 
by the relationships between mining companies, service 
companies, investors and research institutions – when 
these relationships are productive and mutually beneficial, 
the flow of ideas and communication is rapid and 
consistent. 

How successful the industry is will be driven by its 
adaptability – as business and technical challenges arise, 
they are shared, interests align and useful solutions are 
developed. An overriding theme from this year’s survey 
is that the industry has developed a clear desire to 
achieve performance and collaboration in its innovation 
ecosystem – the industry challenges are well-known but 
aligning on the solution pathways and concerted action 
appears to be a major issue. Our aim is to provide some 
insight on why this is the case and explore potential 
strategies for resolution.

To a significant degree, fundamental drivers will ultimately 
force change and increased collaboration in the industry. 
In the coming decades, mining and mining equipment, 
technology and services (METS) industries will be shaped 
by global economics, demographics, by underlying 
technology change and deep social attitudes. 

Despite being universally perceived as a large and 
powerful industry, mining has a very limited ability to shape 
these trends and so its individual companies must instead 
do their best to understand and position for them. Therein 
lies the opportunity for individual companies and mining 
regions – the development of a responsive ecosystem 
with aligned incentives for innovation will create significant 
opportunities to create lasting value in the industry.

EVOLUTION: DRIVERS AND UNDERLYING TRENDS
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The importance of China to the industry has been 
undisputed for well over a decade. Initially this was 
seen mostly as a source of demand. Then one of 
massive foreign direct investment in mining projects 
across Africa, South America, Canada, Australia and 
South East Asia. Going forward, it appears very likely 
that the increasingly technology focused Chinese 
services industry may be its most lasting impact on 
the global mining industry. In the words of one Indian 
mining CEO, 

The ongoing differences in opinion regarding this 
across the industry present a potential blind spot for 
companies and policy makers from traditional mining 
regions.

We are seeing indications of this now. In our drill-down 
interviews with mining CEOs, a picture emerged 
of the degree to which Chinese companies can 
comfortably out-compete their Western peers in 
building major new capital projects. One Indian CEO 
cited the ability of Chinese companies to build a 
mine in one third of the time and at half of the cost of 

their Australian competitors. This is at a time when 
substantial medium-term growth of Indian mining is 
likely. The current reform-minded Indian government 
has effectively reset and opened their mining industry 
through the implementation of a country-wide 
exploration initiative, open exploration and mining 
block auctions and a clear policy to systemically 
embed transparency in a historically closeted industry. 

The impact of China on the mining industry this 
century underlines the role of economic cycles in 
driving overall creation (or loss) of value. Over the past 
decade, through the period of strong demand growth 
and high commodity prices, innovation was largely 
placed on the backburner as business concentrated 
on expansion. Subsequent cost cutting at the end 
of the ‘boom’ restricted the space for innovation as 
relatively easy efficiency gains were harvested. 

We are now entering a period where further 
improvements will demand substantial innovation, 
and as the diagram below demonstrates, the 
criticality of innovation appears to be increasing 
dramatically compared to previous years. This shift 
is well recognised and welcomed – many of our 
discussions with services companies have highlighted 
this relationship, directly expressing hope that the 
recent upswing in commodity prices does not go 
too far in order to maintain the need and appetite for 
innovation.

Economics

WE ARE AT A P IVOT POINT.

WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING MACRO TRENDS WILL HAVE THE 
BIGGEST IMPACT ON MIN ING OVER THE NEXT 15 YEARS?

EACH RESPONDENT ALLOWED THREE CHOICES

Technological 
change and 
disruption

Environmental 
pressures

Technically 
aware 

generation 
entering the 

workforce

Asian 
(inc. India) 
economic 

development

Global 
integration

Transparency 
and regulation

Geopolitical 
tensions

Ageing 
population

Income 
inequality

Urbanisation

62 59

37

26
22 21

15 14
10

6

‘The Market, Moore’s Law and Mother Nature are the three biggest forces shaping the world today.’

 T H O M A S  F R I E D M A N

‘The Chinese are not standing still and they 
are not just copying – they are creating 
whole new technology breakthroughs, 
creating a step change in costs.’

F I G U R E  1

BY  %  OF RESPONDENTS
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Digitisation, artificial intelligence and automation

In our 2013 and 2015 surveys, technological change 
emerged as the single most important driver of 
future change in the mining industry. This year was no 
different and is consistent with the increasing ubiquity 
of digital technology in other industries and in our 
personal lives. In the past ten years, consumer led 
technologies have moved from flip-phones to open 
systems philosophies for managing digital technology 
that has transformed the way we communicate and 
manage our affairs – and the rate of change is not 
slowing.

The implications for business has been that traditional, 
multi-billion-dollar integrated platform systems (eg. 
ERP systems) are increasingly at risk of becoming 
redundant when compared to ever more capable 
cloud and open, app-based systems. Several mining 
companies have identified this trend, but there is 
considerable inertia with suppliers due to legacy 
revenue generation models. Business models of large 
platform providers, while offering platform integration, 
are still largely based on revenue from software sold 
top down, restricting progress towards a more open 
application approach. 

Mining company executives will be familiar with the 
incredible amount of digital services and solutions 
that are currently available – they need only note the 

number of companies who are attempting to set up 
meetings with them. This range of options is in vast 
contrast to only 20 years ago, when integrated ERP 
systems were emerging, and the prospect of fully 
digitised, optimised value chains were in the realm 
of ‘extreme visioning’. As strategic and investment 
decisions about communications infrastructure, 
sensor technologies, computing power, open source 
data management, advanced analytics and artificial 
intelligence become more common, it begs the 
question – how are companies supposed to know 
what to do when the old platform models are  
breaking down?

One potential answer lies in a parallel transformative 
technology – automation. Many responses to this 
survey cited automation and robotics as being one of 
the most effective drivers of the efficient digitisation 
of mining operations. This is for the simple reason 
that automation provides a direct need and use-case 
for digital systems, giving its implementation clarity 
of design and integration, and forcing precision and 
discipline on the application of supporting processes, 
in direct contrast to the diffuse benefits proffered by 
the ‘build it and they will come’ big data advocates (see: 
‘The challenge of digital transformation’, page 63). 

INNOVATION IS MORE CRIT ICAL THAN EVER BEFORE

A growing percentage of companies are claiming innovation is critical to 
their company’s survival in the long term.

2013

2015

2017

F I G U R E  2

41%

37% 62%
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Many in the industry, regardless of the region in 
which they work, see decisions regarding energy 
technologies as a major uncertainty. Once more, 
this is an area of technology decision making that 
was relatively straightforward for miners in most 
parts of the world not all that long ago – a simple 
question of balancing the capital, operating costs and 
security of different energy sources such as diesel, 
coal, gas or grid power. Now, the industry is faced 
with energy decisions that must consider a rapidly 
changing spectrum of energy technologies that offer 
different combinations of cost and capability, politics, 
regulation (current and potential), reliability, skills 
required, integration complexity and scalability.

Step change is inevitable; the questions relate to the 
timing and speed of change and which technologies 
will become the dominant supply forms. In each of 
the major mining regions we surveyed, the industry 
discussion about energy technologies is being 
mirrored in their broader communities – this is both 
a risk and an opportunity for miners. On the one 
hand, the intense energy use of mining operations 
complicates the transition away from traditional base 
load power sources but this same weight energy 
use can serve to increase the integration of miners 
with the communities in which they operate. The role 
individual companies play in this transition is up to their 
leaders to determine. 

Disaggregation is driven by the specialisation inherent 
in the underlying drivers of technology change and 
trade driven competition. Specialisation is nothing 
new, humans have always traded goods in one form or 
another, however, rapid changes in computing power 
over the past century according to Moore’s Law 
have accelerated the process. Additionally, the world 
economy is incredibly integrated and digital platforms 
are only making this more so, intensifying trade 
flows. Service providers can no longer rely on having 
a ‘local advantage’ but must compete, and expect 
competition, globally. A major challenge for mining 
companies is how to take advantage of this.

Digitisation and global connectivity has led to the 
development of platforms which facilitate the 
more open trading of specialist services. That is, 
digitisation is a massive catalyst for the specialisation 
and disaggregation process. These trends are 
disintermediating aggregator companies, allowing 
smaller businesses and vendors direct access to 
the consumer/ user, for example, Uber (anyone 
can be a taxi driver); Apps (anyone can provide a 
solution); Online courses (anyone can get a university 
education) to name but a few.

Energy

Specialisation

‘Step change is inevitable; the questions relate to the timing and speed of change and which 

technologies will become the dominant supply forms.’

A direct result of this complexity is evident in the 
increasing numbers of companies we see building 
their understanding through pilot projects for next 
generation technologies such as solar PV, solar 
thermal, batteries (chemical and natural), wind 
and energy recycling, while in other industries, the 
acceptance phase of proving feasibility and viability of 
renewable energy has long passed. Therefore, these 
projects are often in partnership with new entrants to 
the industry – who have built their capability elsewhere 
– and are focused initially on supplementary activities 
like solar peak shaving. 

The move to different energy supply technologies will 
drive a welcome internal focus on energy integration 

and efficiency to identify and address main energy 
consumers. Innovative technologies that seek to 
capture and utilise all latent forms of heat, kinetic 
(incl. water) and electrical energy supported by use 
of visualisation and digital integration are already 
available and are beginning to be adopted in different 
pockets of the industry – particularly the processing 
plants of more innovative businesses. 

Energy, automation and digitisation are three clear 
areas in which technology change and suppliers are 
coming from outside of the mining industry. In many 
ways, they are emblematic of perhaps the largest 
change in mining business models in the past century 
– the shift towards disaggregation. 
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#1  MEET THE LEAN INNOVATORS

In our 2015 survey, we were finally able to prove 
with data, what until then we had suspected – being 
a follower on innovation is likely to lead to value 
destruction over time. Following leads to hesitancy, a 
lack of internal alignment and poor performance when 
implementing technology. For companies who take a 
conscious position of targeted innovation leadership, 
much of the value stems from better understanding 
the complexities of integration in their business. This 
year, we identified a few companies that have been 
outperforming their peers using quick, targeted, 
needs-driven innovation. 

Each company has focused on different areas of focus 
and methods for innovation driven by their particular 
challenges and opportunities. Not coincidentally, they 

are all what can be considered as commercially astute 
and smart with stakeholder relations. Throughout the 
report we will investigate the keys to their success: 

Sibanye Resources   P 15 
Unlocking ore body value through innovation

Fortescue Metals Group P 36 
Agile, informed, margin-focused innovation

Dundee Precious Metals P 47 
From analogue to digital on a shoestring

Agnico Eagle P 51 
People and culture overcome asset limitations

The survey data, supported by numerous executive 
interviews across industries, suggests that this 
philosophy should drive the technology strategies of 
mining companies. 

Specialisation that is supported by an open platform 
approach appears to be the best opportunity for 
the industry to architect and reinforce its innovation 
ecosystem. For businesses in the mining industry, this 
has several significant implications: 

Partnering: Will need to evolve to a more sophisticated 
multi-partner approach 

Integration: Will need to manage how to integrate 
suppliers and understand what this means for 
competitive advantage and intellectual property 

Change: Will likely come from external entrants  
to the industry

One CEO was particularly pointed about this aspect 
of specialisation – large businesses should seek to 
accelerate the rate of their innovation through industry-
agnostic services companies. This has the impact of 
both providing fresh ideas and spurring existing services 
companies to greater levels of innovation.

CHANCE OF SUCCESS IMPLEMENTING NEW TECHNOLOGY-BASED INNOVATIONS

Highly Successful Not SuccessfulSuccessful

Conservative follower

 3  42  55

Fast follower

 6  67  27

Lead across industries

 38  56  6

Lead industry

 17  67  16

 100%
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With accelerating technology change, the disruption 
of business models – particularly of incumbents – has 
become an increasingly important topic. Given mining 
has some of the largest incumbent players of any 
industry, and certainly one of the highest rates of sunk 
capital, this is a first-order concern. However, before 
commenting on where disruption may impact mining, 
we will first attempt to define the concept. 

At the highest level, disruption shifts value from 
established businesses to customers, and ‘disruptors’ 
is characterised by VCI in the following way:

1 Opportunity often driven through the exploitation 
of underutilised capacity

2 Creates value through massive reductions in the 
work, energy and/ or capital required

3 Drives big changes in the relative value of assets 
and their use (eg. Hotels vs. private homes)

4 Customers receive most of the value dividend and 
the disruptors a relatively small share 1

5 Most value created is at the expense of the 
incumbent players

6 Incumbent specialists rarely see the change 
coming (see ‘Meet the lean innovators’, page 13)

BUSINESS MODELS: THE IMPACT OF D ISRUPTION 

WHAT PARTS OF THE MIN ING INDUSTRY ARE MOST SUBJECT TO POTENTIAL 
D ISRUPTION OVER THE NEXT 15+ YEARS?

Extraction Exploration End use 
applications

Processing New business 
models

Logistics Integration Competitors

North America

Australia
India

South Africa

As mining has a loose-at-best link with end-use 
consumers, there can be a tendency for incumbents 
to dismiss the threat of disruptive business models 
in mining. But the threat is very real, both in terms of 
digitisation re-arranging the use of physical assets 
(as in the case of Uber and Airbnb), step changes in 
physical value chain technologies, and shifts in the 
end use of commodities. 

Mining examples could include: 

Extraction In-situ mining and processing 

Exploration Glass earth technologies 

Value chains Integration, virtualisation and simulation 

Environment Low footprint designs for social licence 

End use  Renewables and electrification 
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1  For example, Microsoft’s Skype service brings in some US$2b p.a., yet analysts 
calculate that Skype transfers US$37b p.a. away from old-guard telecom firms to 
consumers by giving them free or low-cost calls (source: CNBC; Fortune)
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#2  MEET THE LEAN INNOVATORS: S IBANYE RESOURCES

In 2013, Gold Fields spun out three ageing South 
African gold mines to focus on its suite of mechanised 
operations spanning three continents. Three years 
later, in May 2016, the company it created, Sibanye 
Resources, closed at a higher market value than its 
parent for the first time. By that point it had surpassed 
its parent company on share-price performance, 
production and dividends paid to shareholders. 

Chief Executive Officer Neal Froneman attributed 
Sibanye’s success to a five key factors:  

Deep, local knowledge of geology 

Mechanising through the use of close union  
and government relationships 

Breakthrough innovation in extraction  
technologies to reach reserves 

Involvement in industry collaboration (Phakisa) 

Countercyclical acquisition of assets

When it comes to innovation, Froneman says to keep 
it simple: 

1 Take your current approach and  
modernise it as much as possible 

2 Find and focus on your biggest lever  
for step change

3 Don’t find excuses (research, getting  
your house in order) to not get started

‘Our strategy is built on the fact that after 100 
years of mining, there still remains more gold 
in South Africa than in any other region in the 
world… it’s about getting access to this.’

As a very capital and energy intensive industry, mining 
is arguably ripe for innovative disruption. Most of 
the value in the mining industry is based on sunk 
assets (resources and capital stock) more so than 
capabilities which makes it susceptible to big changes 
in the relative value of assets in the portfolio.

While always fraught with danger to try to predict if, 
how and when the mining industry will be disrupted, 
we nevertheless asked our survey participants to try. 
The results are relatively straightforward: Where is 
most of the capital in the industry invested; where the 
most energy expended in the extraction of existing 
resources? 

The highest prediction was disruption of extraction 
technologies and the second highest was the 
disruption of our approach to exploration (sometimes 
referred to as ‘glass earth’). A fundamental disruption 
scenario which combines both extraction and 
exploration dimensions, would at the extreme 
likely force existing infrastructure to be rendered 
uncompetitive based on poor utilisation or stranded 
resources. 
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As different global mining regions innovate and evolve 
because of their distinct sets of needs, we may begin 
to see quite distinct value chains that have quite 
different capabilities. For example, Australia’s mining 
industry – particularly the bulk, open pit sector – is 
tailored towards reducing operating costs due to the 
high cost base of that economy. 

For companies in this region, capital is rarely a major 
issue if the resource is high quality and, due to the 
remoteness of most mines, social innovation is 
rarely considered a first priority. As such, the industry 
is moving ever more towards automation, remote 
operations and extremely efficient, integrated value 
chains. Historically, this has not been a productive 
model for developing projects in the developing world 
– as can be seen with many examples across Africa 
and Asia with the broad retreat of major western 
mining companies from these regions over the past 
decade. 

In contrast, India’s mining industry is far more 
concerned with reducing capital costs and creating 

social innovation, given operating costs in that 
economy are generally not as big an issue (mostly 
driven by lower wages). For companies in this country, 
capital for large projects can be difficult to source 
and the government new transparency initiative is 
disrupting the many small, low capex family miners.

The result is the growth of large players like Tata, 
Vedanta and Adani, alongside  public companies 
such as Coal India. When each mine expansion 
generally means the resettlement of portions of 
the local population, coupled with new government 
transparency requirements, social innovation is 
increasingly a core strategic priority. 

As their capability matures, there is every chance that 
Indian mining companies will be far more competitive 
and successful in prospective mining regions, such 
as Africa and Asia, that have similar needs to India. 
Should Indian miners combine with their world-
beating information technology industry then theirs 
will become a very compelling and competitive 
development model when entering these markets.

Competing value chains and the development of new mining regions 

In a striking result, despite quite a significant level of 
agreement across the industry that exploration is 
an area that is highly susceptible to disruption, when 
asked what their company’s main sources of value 
from innovation was, ‘finding new ore bodies’ ranked 
last (see Figure 14). This begs the question, why aren’t 
companies investing more in exploration innovation 
when this is such a high risk for their business models? 
When we presented this result to several executives, a 
hypothesis emerged that this reflected ‘the short-
term mentality and focus of most in the industry.’ The 
data agreed. Mining companies who have a short-
term focus for innovation (less than three years) are 
half as likely to focus innovation on finding new ore 
bodies than those who have a long term focus (over 
three years). 

Interestingly, business model disruption was a 
relatively lowly ranked choice among our survey 
participants. There is a clear disconnect in the views 
of boards and CEOs on this point – boards (20%) 
are more than three times as likely to see industry 
business models be disrupted over the next fifteen 
years than CEOs (6%). Their views on how much effort 
they are placing on innovating for their strategy and 
business model are, however, very much aligned (16% 
and 15%) suggesting that boards are pushing their 
CEOs to move on this issue.

‘Our (India's) technology is much behind Australia and the US. However, our approach to the 

community is quite different – this expertise could be very useful for Africa. A good example of 

this was in Indonesia – the previous company couldn’t get the operation going because of the 

community. We came in and were able to get it started very quickly because we had a greater 

understanding of their needs.’

I N D I A N  M I N I N G  C O M PA N Y  C E O
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While there is some recognition of the potential 
for end-use disruption, the data and drill down 
conversations indicate that this is not a wide-spread 
concern for many incumbent producers, when 
it should probably be more actively considered 
in strategy. One hypothesis is that most mining 
companies see commodities as primary inputs and 
so reason that even if substitution occurs, it will likely 
not be complete or permanent. Another hypothesis 
is that the timing of substitution is so uncertain that 
major portfolio decisions made on this basis would be 
very difficult to sell to investors – there is less risk in 
remaining with the herd. 

Most mining companies are rightfully very ore body 
and operations focused. This, however, leaves a 
distinct disconnect with the market (with many taking 
a clearing house approach to pricing). Their awareness 
of change is therefore severely reduced without an 
inbuilt sensitivity to the market’s direction and signals 
that may provide valuable foresight of potential 
substitution. 

Mining could learn from other industries – for 
example, agriculture’s use of demand forecasting and 
optimisation software, and in particular, its application 
in guiding interactions with preferred customers. The 
combination of digitisation, specialisation and the 
need for integration may allow mining companies to 
be more integrated from ore body to market, enabling 
them to both protect and derive more value from their 
resources.

All of this leads us to ask the question – how can 
mining and service companies manage disruption? 
Much of the answer lies in how companies manage 
risk, their competitive positioning, investment 
timeframes, partnerships and the challenge of 
remaining externally focused. This final point is 
important – the ability to remain hardwired into long-
term trends impacting their customers is a key driver 
of business value. The more they can achieve this, the 
more they will be ahead of the game. 

‘Fly ash is a big problem in India and China because of the high level of ash from their coal. Coal 

ash also has 30% alumina and lots of exotic things in it. No one in the US or Australia would 

care. In China, there are technologies that can take fly ash straight to alumina without bauxite. 

Can you imagine if you took bauxite out of the value chain? How disruptive that could be?’

End-use has been a big issue for the industry in the 
past, causing significant change in the strategies of 
several major mining businesses. Diamonds were 
Rio Tinto’s largest revenue earner in the 1990s but 
quickly fell away in favour of bulks. Coal has long 
been the core energy source for the world economy 
but has since been put at high risk of substitution 
through renewables and natural gas. Current end-use 
substitution risks are clear for lithium as the potential 

for graphene and molten silicon batteries increases. 
Alumina is at risk from reinforced plastics. Cement is 
facing a challenge from sustainable building materials. 
And even longer term, steel could face resurgent 
threats from glass reinforced concrete. 

The threat of disruption driven by end-use 
substitution and external shifts is well recognised by 
some – as one CEO noted, 

End-use, ore body focus and integrating with the markets
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For the first time this year we asked the question, 
‘Why is mining perceived negatively in society?’ 
Across every continent the mining industry has 
developed – and inherited – a significant brand issue. 
Our hypothesis was that, the further one goes from 

the mine, the more poorly it is understood and 
therefore considered by the community. While in one 
way the results support this view, the reality is in fact 
far more nuanced. 

SOCIAL INTEGRATION: MIN ING AND THE BROADER SOCIETY

WHY IS MIN ING PERCEIVED NEGATIVELY IN SOCIETY?

North America

Australia

India

South Africa

Economic 
distortions

Environmental 
impact

Not seen as 
technologically 

advanced

Community 
impact

High profile 
accidents

Poor industry 
representatives

Extractive and 
unsustainable

Influence with 
government

Association 
with fossil 

fuels industry 

Mining is first and foremost an extractive industry. It is 
also a visually impactful industry. When combined with 
a history of high profile environmental accidents – that 
have been broadly classed as environmental disasters 
– it is not difficult to appreciate that today’s mining 
companies are trying to win the perceptions game at 
a distinct handicap. As one executive remarked, the 
seemingly ‘expedient way in which mining companies 
reduce their workforce in a downturn’ is damaging but 
potentially the most visceral reason is the:

to small, opportunistic companies who do not have 
the balance sheet (or the ultimate intent) to cover its 
full rehabilitation.

‘...cynical tradition of large mining 
companies offloading mines that are 
nearing their end of life.'
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One CEO we interviewed likened the practice to the 
community:

Even executives find it hard not to say that the 
negative perception is well-earned. The difficulty 
today’s companies have is that there is no easy way to 
erase the impact of historical actions on their brands. 

Looking forward, health has the potential to be a 
similarly slow burn issue for the industry. In much the 
same way as historical environmental decisions are 
judged by today’s social standards, so will today’s 
decisions regarding the health of workforces 
be judged by the social standards of the future. 
Advances in the field of DNA traceability mean that 
it will be increasingly cost effective to catalogue past 
and current health impacts on an individual and can 
identify who is responsible.

This is not science fiction, it is already happening 
in South Africa with the Silicosis court case being 
dubbed, ‘South African’s big tobacco’. While today a 
larger focus of our mining executives is on the safety 

aspects of ‘Health and Safety’, the data suggests that 
in the future it will be focused on the health aspects, 
including issues such as mental health and repetitive 
work. 

The impetus to innovate, act and improve on many of 
these societal issues is increasingly being driven by, 
and through, shareholders. Mining’s leaders are the 
subject of new forms of global supply chain regulation 
(for example, the UK’s Modern Slavery Act of 2015 
and California’s Transparency in Supply Chains Act 
of 2012) that demand companies take responsibility 
for their suppliers. Funds invested based on Socially 
Responsible Investing in the US have grown by 
33% in the past two years to US$9 trillion under 
management, representing 22% of all US funds under 
management.3 

This trend is real and its impact has already been felt 
by coal miners. In last year’s ‘CEO Insights’ report, 
the CEO who was most emphatic about this risk was 
Glenn Kellow whose coal company shortly afterwards 
was forced to file for bankruptcy. Waiting for society 
and regulations to push your business to act is not a 
good option – by that point, it will be too late to move 
cheaply. Other mining and services companies have 
begun to take steps to anticipate further regulation 
through measures such as building in an internal price 
on carbon to their investment decisions.

From our conversations and drill downs, we believe the four key drivers of the negative perceptions of mining are:

‘Welcoming a stranger into your 
house, watching them eat all the food 
in your pantry and leaving without 
cleaning up’.

2  A particularly evocative quote from a survey participant regarding mining in Australia:

 ‘We have currently got 50,000 abandoned mines throughout Australia. The number of remediated mines can be counted 
on the hands of two people. Is it any wonder that people are cynical about mining when it takes what it wants, privatises 
the value then makes society responsible for the cleanup? Little shared value in that equation. It’s not hard to flip this 
perception by actively engaging with the community to minimise the negative environmental outcomes and maximise the 
local social/ human outcomes, while at the same time optimising the economic value through optimisation of the entire 
enterprise (miners continue to leave enormous value in the group or fail to extract value).’

3  US SIF Foundation Biennial Report

1
Extractive and 
unsustainable  
This is why economic 
development and 
infrastructure building is 
so important 2

2
Visually impactful  
This is why low footprint 
designs are so important 
– we feel better in a forest 
than seeing one bulldozed

3
High profile accidents  
As an industry we fear 
these more than the 
successive, incremental, 
long term damages

4
Selling assets near the 
end of life 
This is why progressive 
rehabilitation is so 
important for social 
licence
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‘I would emphasise the necessary integration in the commodity value chain between  

customers’ desires around how our products are used and the development of the  

technologies necessary to meet those needs. Understanding and collaborating with  

governments, research institutions and customers in the technology and innovation for  

end-use applications will, in turn, ultimately drive the value of these products and their  

many benefits to society.’

G L E N N  K E L L O W ,  2 0 1 6

Many of these trends are emblematic of the 
relationship between wealth and social expectations. 
As the world gets wealthier, so its concern for the 
environment and health also increases. 

Our regional analysis of the survey responses 
reiterates this. North America and Australia have 
far higher rates of concern about impacts on the 
environment than India and South Africa, who 
are in turn far more concerned about workforce 
development and transparency.
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Respondents identified the environment as both 
the second most impactful macro trend in the 
industry and as the key reason why mining is 
perceived negatively in society. This goes some way 
to explaining why most in the industry – particularly 
boards – see risk control (environmental risk ranked 
highest and risk of regulations ranked third highest) as 
the key benefits of footprint reduction. 

Taking a solely risk-based view of reducing 
environmental impacts potentially overlooks the 
most systemic benefit of reducing the environmental 

footprint of mining operations which is as a cost 
reduction mechanism (only attracting 7% of 
responses). 

If the industry can see the direct link between low 
footprint and capital and operating costs, much like 
it ultimately saw the synergy between safety and 
productivity, this will be a big step forward for the 
industry – and innovation in general. This has already 
occurred in other industries – BASF are leaders 
in chemicals and Interface Carpets are leaders in 
manufacturing. 

‘One reason mining is not held in such high 

regard is actually due to our own reluctance 

(or lack of proper incentive) to add value and 

a preference (real or perceived; same thing) 

to solely dig and ship’

The three most impactful actions we believe the industry can take to 
improve its fundamental relationship with communities is to:

1 Substantially improve the 
model for low footprint 
underground mining. 
Underground mining is often 
uncompetitive with open pit 
approaches today; they will 
need to create a step change 
in relative competitiveness 
as communities increasingly 
demand less intrusive 
extraction of minerals.  

2 Integrate with the 
community as much as 
possible. Connectivity with 
the community builds mutual 
understanding that can be a 
key factor in building support 
against value reductive 
policies. It also increases 
the innovation potential for 
shared infrastructure and end 
of mine life planning.

3 Help develop and attract 
new industries for economic 
development. Germany is 
a great example of how a 
services industry can outlive 
the mining industry in which 
it grew. Many major German 
services companies that 
today support the global 
mining industry were built on 
its domestic coal mining.

Mining companies may in the future be considered 
more than just producers of commodities and rather 
as service providers to taxpayers (consumers) for the 
monetisation of their national resources both directly 
and in-terms of sustainable economic development. 
In this scenario, core value is in the privileged access 
to tier one resources – a failure to comprehend this 
leaves companies ripe for disruption.
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South Africa has a huge imperative for innovation 
in the mining sector and its success or failure is 
of national importance. The ability to mechanise 
and automate deep, narrow, tabular, dipping ore 
bodies could be the difference between the industry 
flourishing or going off a cliff – from ‘Jurassic to 
Joystick’ in the words of one South African CEO. The 
upside of modernisation is huge with at least more 
than forty years of full production mining available. 
Nowhere in the world has South Africa’s reserves of 
high value commodities such as gold and platinum. 

The biggest challenge by far is the displacement of 
existing workers – by some counts up to 80,000 – 
making it no easy transition. This issue comes out 
clearly in their responses, with the new generation 
entering the workforce being rated the most 
important trend by South African participants. It is a 
considerable challenge for businesses as the young 
generation simply does not want to do the dangerous 
manual work anymore.

Several of South Africa’s CEOs were quite vocal in 
their call to arms. The challenge can only be met 
through companies collaborating and an initiative of 
this kind is underway through Mining Phakisa. 

Phakisa is a government supported collaboration 
effort designed to address the industry need for 
innovation. After a promising start, with Mining 
Phakisa being the most successful of a suite of 

cross industry: initiatives, it needs to further develop 
its approach to public/ private partnerships for 
collaboration across the industry to reach its potential. 
One CEO believes the only way forward for this and 
other potential initiatives is to ‘not only rely on the 
government’, but for mining companies to collaborate 
and ‘double down’ on the task of ‘making change to 
the core processes of mining.’

REGIONAL D IFFERENCES: NEEDS DRIVING OUTCOMES

South Africa 

Wealth
Real GDP per capita, 

(PPP 2016 '000s)

Centrality to Economy
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‘The default scenario of doing nothing 
is not good. If we do nothing, the 
mining houses will disappear.’ 
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In India, there is a much more intense interface 
between the mining operations and communities 
than in most other countries. This is driving a focus on 
minimising air and environmental impacts. The current 
levels of pollution are creating a greater urgency to 
innovate to minimise environmental impacts ‘than 
anywhere else in the world’ according to one Indian 
mining CEO. Innovation is particularly driven by the 
goal of reducing the impact of fossil fuels, an example 
being the use of nanotechnology partnerships with 
US technology companies to post-process the by-
products of coal generation.

One of the most public success stories in India has 
been the success of its information technology 
industry and yet it hasn’t to date had a significant 
impact on the Indian mining industry. However, as one 
CEO noted, ‘with this immediate resource at our back 
door, that is an area where we should be capitalising 
on that local advantage.’ 

The highly educated workforce that enabled 
the growth of the IT industry has also created a 
burgeoning edge for miners – ‘People you would 
normally hire for blue collar work; we hire people with 
tertiary degrees. They have much higher educational 
and technical skills than in Western companies.’ 

This is necessary because there is a broad 
acceptance by Indian ministers, executives and the 
Prime Minister that India needs to leapfrog the West. 
Fifty years of evolution must happen in five. ‘Everyone 
in India talks about disruption, not innovation. No one 
talks about job creation.'

India 
Lower per capita wealth with mining not central to the economy.

In North America, the mining industry faces 
increasing social pressure to address its impact 
on the environment and the health and safety of 
its workforce. As the community becomes more 
environmentally aware, there is an increased focus 
on the impact of the resources industry on mining. 
While at times, the actions of the energy industry, for 
example the controversy surrounding the Dakota XL 
pipeline, are viewed as a mark against both energy and 
mining, there is more social focus on the environment, 
even as environmental protection is rolled back. 

Much like other developed countries, there is also 
strong social and governmental pressure to ensure 
the health and safety of the mining workforce. 
Following instances such as the Deepwater 
Horizon disaster, many view the entire resources 
industry with suspicion. Despite this, North 
American mining companies do not prioritise their 
innovation investment in these areas, preferring 
a focus on production capabilities and process 
improvements. Survey results indicate that only 
6% of North American respondents believe the 

North America  
Higher per capita wealth with mining not central to the economy.

‘We have to throw out people from their 

communities when we develop a mine. If we 

cut 5000 trees, we will plant 20,000 trees 

somewhere else. We need to show our 

good intentions with our actions. In Australia 

it is more about dealing with the high level 

points – much more about perceptions and 

PR. In India it is more about dealing with the 

details of people’s lives.’

I N D I A N  M I N I N G  C O M PA N Y  C E O
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In Australia, mining and services companies at the 
leading edge of innovation are pushing hard into a 
future of full automation. Key challenges remain the 
reluctance to take risks with large installed capital 
bases and the resistance to change that operating 
model naturally brings. 

The result is that some larger mining companies 
are following world leaders in the digital simulation 
of project developments, such as Airbus, to 
virtually ‘prove’ new mine designs and autonomous 
operations. Two things are making this possible – 
an increasing intent to partner with incentivised 
companies of all sizes and plans to separate entire 
mining operations as dedicated pilot sites. 

Some major company mining executives in Australia 
appear to have discounted the chance that local 
research institutions will make step change 
technological breakthroughs, simply because they 
‘are not working in this space. Most of what they have 
come up with has been tried before.’ Perhaps this 
reflects the broader immaturity in the evolution of 
Australia’s innovation ecosystem that is driven by a 
poor weighting of research capital. 

One executive described the problem in relation to 
how research is funded in the US – ‘in Australia around 
70% of research is done by research institutions and 
around 30% is done by METS companies. In the more 
sophisticated research ecosystem of the US the ratio 

is reversed – 70% in services companies and 30% in 
research.’ The future success of Australia’s underlying 
system may be through transitioning to a true ‘pull 
process’ where miners ‘pull’ services from METS 
companies, METS companies ‘pull’ research from the 
universities and all are paid on demand and outcome 
performance.

The other major issue facing the Australian mining 
industry is its domestic brand issue with respect to 
its environmental impact. Of all the regions, Australia 
has by far the highest negative perception due to its 
association with the fossil fuels industry (see Figure 4) 
and for being extractive and unsustainable. 

This heightens the importance of the METS industry 
in terms of addressing low footprint objectives. 
Without improvement, taxation pressure will only 
increase and local access will become even further 
restricted (eg. fracking, uranium and new coal 
mines are all very difficult to progress now). This is 
contrasted with the fact that many in the developed 
world seek out Australian services companies 
because of their know-how with respect to 
governance and environmental standards.

Australia 
Higher per capita wealth with mining central to the economy.

greatest value of innovation comes with health and 
safety improvements – the majority view extraction, 
processing and end-to-end optimisation as the 
necessary focus for innovation efforts. A change of 
priorities here could have a big impact, renewing the 
social licence to mine and improving the perception of 
mining in North America.

Like the Indian mining industry, North American 
mining companies are yet to fully leverage their 
comparatively advantageous local IT industry (eg. 
Silicon Valley) to spur innovation in mining. While 
mining companies focus innovation efforts on 
incremental process advancements in sensing 
and extraction, there is an underutilised capacity 
for innovation in more sophisticated and ground-

breaking technological advancements, such as 
robotics, advanced automation and AI. A bigger focus 
among North American responses was investing 
in innovative sensing and data systems, with only a 
small minority reporting that AI or robotics receives 
the most innovation funding (8% each). The North 
American technology space is at the forefront 
of digitalisation, and the mining industry has the 
opportunity to harness this power to innovate and pull 
ahead of the competition.
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#3  BUILD ING INDUSTRY ROADMAPS TO ACCELERATE INNOVATION 
AND COLLABORATION

1 Build an open platform to facilitate the free-flowing 
sharing of information

2 Ensure the industry conversation is actively 
facilitated and easily disseminated

3 Demonstrate how sharing knowledge benefits 
industry leaders 

4 Encourage mining companies to openly 
communicate their strategic and technical needs

5 Test relevance of roadmap so that companies 
fund development within its framework

6 Ensure focus of publicly funded researchers is on 
medium to long term challenges

7 Integrate public research on specific technical 
challenges into the industry roadmap

8 Map private research and development efforts 
against existing and expected strategic needs

9 Provide funding and technical support to small 
services companies

10 Understand and harness the impact of the 
regulatory environment on innovation and 
collaboration

11 Highlight and progress future education and 
training requirements implied by new technologies

'There’s a lot of noise from research ideas but what we need are targeted efforts… 
Where do I find the skills? How can I set up trading mechanisms for IP? Who are similar,  
non-threatening companies that I can partner with? Where are the companies that  
can help me solve these challenges?'  

38 % 56 %48 %

GOVERNMENT 
ROLE

CLEAR 
ROADMAPS

DRIVER OF 
INNOVATION

INDUSTRY 
COLLABORATION

58 %

Respondents look 
to governments to 
facilitate collaboration 
platforms

Companies need a clear 
vision and roadmap to 
improve innovation in 
their company

Large equipment and 
technology suppliers 
impact innovation in the 
industry the most

Mining companies should 
involve suppliers in their 
innovation process

The mining industry is currently awash with technical roadmaps that often fail to be adopted in 
mining operations. What can governments and industry bodies do to accelerate innovation and 
align industry effort through the development of a universal, needs driven technology roadmap?
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The mining industry is characterised by its long 
timeframe cyclicality. 

Unlike most other industries, mining’s industry 
sentiment tends to be categorised in years and 
decades, not weeks or months. This is a well 
understood phenomenon, leading to regular 
discussion and debate regarding ‘where we are in  
the cycle.’ 

The immense impact of the China ‘boom’ and its 
subsequent ‘hangover’ has arguably had the effect of 
broadly aligning most commodities in the industry in 
the cycle. Two overriding factors define our current 
industry preoccupation – the shift from severe cost 
cutting to a focus on innovation and the related rise of 
‘digitisation’. 

These two factors are underpinning a maturation 
of the mining innovation ecosystem from one of 
developing and protecting all proprietary knowledge 
to one of collaboration and intellectual property 
development focused on core competencies. Most 
executives now believe the efficiency and control 

benefits of vertical integration and in-house solutions 
is comfortably outweighed by the benefits of drawing 
upon external specialised skills and submitting to the 
uncertain outcomes of open systems. 

We are, in effect, moving towards a pull system in 
which miners, services companies, start-ups and 
applied research service one another. Start-up 
funding is becoming more mature and large non-
mining service companies are entering from outside 
the industry. 

For example, many mining and large service 
companies are currently meeting with, and choosing 
between, Microsoft, Amazon Web Services, WiPro, 
Infosys, General Electric and IBM (among others) to 
select open system, cloud based data systems that 
promise flexible real-time data management and 
integration combined with big data analytics.

ECOSYSTEM FLOW: COLLABORATE OR GET OUT OF THE WAY

 
CURRENT  
OPERATIONS 

End users (Mining 
companies) provide 
the momentum

Researchers identify 
future challenges and 
opportunities

Mid-life design change

Design issues, operators feedback

Vision, workable breakthroughs

Unrealised potential

 
FUTURE  
MINE VIS ION 

 
NEXT GENERATION MINE 
/ NEW TECHNOLOGIES 

Degree of change
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ECOSYSTEM HEALTH DRIVES INNOVATION

WHAT ARE THE THREE MOST IMPORTANT RELATIONSHIPS FOR 
IMPROVING THE INNOVATION ECOSYSTEM IN MIN ING?

12

1

4

1414

3

147

6

11

2

8

145

9

10

13

When asked, ‘What are the three most 
important relationships for innovation in the 
mining industry?’ (see figures on this page), 
respondents identified:

North America AustraliaIndiaSouth Africa

F I G U R E  8

1 Funders and Service Companies (#12) 
The key challenge is in getting funding 
into start-ups through better ‘absorption’ 
mechanisms to overcome longer 
timeframes than in other industries. Also, 
the larger services companies that fill this 
role in other industries (such as oil and 
gas, IT) are less developed in mining.

2 Academic and Applied Research (#4) 
Many of mining’s scientific, applied 
challenges are long term and rely heavily 
on fundamental research which is 
funded largely by governments. Much 
of this challenge is about clarity and 
differentiating funding approaches. With 
pull system in place applied research 
will be more focused on competing for 
opportunity, and fundamentally will be 
less constrained by direct commercial 
application. The blurring of roles 
degrades the effectiveness of both.

 16  13  11

 
FUNDING

14

 
 

  
 

Smaller services 
companies

 

 

 

GOVERNMENT AND COMMUNITY

RESEARCH SERVICE INDUSTRY MINERS

Applied 
research

Fundamental 
research Tier 2/3

Tier 1

Ex
pl

or
er

s

11 12 13

5 7

Larger service 
companies

4 6 10

8

9

 8

10  8  16  9

 7  14  8  10

 5  10  14  7

 7  12  11  6

 7  8  8  13

 11  5  5  9

 8  7  5  6

 6  7  3  7

 8  6  0 10

 2  1 11  2

 7  3  3  4

 4  2  4  4

 5  4  0  5

1414

BY  %  OF RESPONDENTS FROM EACH REGION

1 2 3
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3 Miners and Universities (#14) 
If the industry is able to move to a ‘pull’ system of 
research funding it is likely that this relationship 
will fall in this ranking over time, with the exception 
of very targeted areas of potential competitive 
advantage.4  In South Africa this figure is likely 
quite high because universities have historically 
been a key source of talent and relationships.

4 Government and Researchers (#1) 
It is fascinating that the two most important 
relationships in Indian mining relate to their 
research sector (connectedness and funding). 
The challenge here is not so much in absolute 
funding but in achieving efficiency of research 
outcomes and allocations to those areas most 
likely to drive change.

5 Miners and Government (#3) 
Interestingly, the importance of this relationship 
appears to be higher for developing countries 
than developed countries. This is perhaps 
because, particularly in South Africa and India, the 
governments are currently playing an outsized 
role in proactively determining the direction 
and future of the industry. This is not to say that 
governments in developed countries are not 
shaping direction by default.

6 Miners and Service Companies (#7) 
Well documented that the “pull” innovation 
engine starts here. Services companies being 
intimately aware of client needs, and competing 
to fill these needs through innovation. Much of 
collaboration platform initiatives centred here. 
Strategic partnerships between large miners and 
service companies are becoming more common 
in response to the uncertainties driven by 
accelerating technology change. 

The survey highlighted the ‘transactional approach’ to the 
relationship between miners and their suppliers as by far the largest 

impediment to productive innovation partnerships. 

North America AustraliaIndiaSouth Africa

Enable flexibility and innovation 
in service agreements

Improve mutual understanding

Recognise when partnership 
approach is required

Share information more openly

Align and communicate systems

Capability to separate and 
manage suppliers

Better selection through 
supplier marketplace

F I G U R E  9

 21  25  24  28

 24  19  28  18

 29  21  8  29

 15  16  16  14

 9  11  8  5

 1  4  12  3

 1  4  4  3

98

88

88

61

32

20

13

4  There will always be some connection, otherwise services companies will extract all the rent. Mining companies will tend to 
hand over the operational technology but will still need some form of competitive advantage – they will keep close to research 
in these specific areas, such as community, exploration and value chain integration.

HOW CAN WE GET THE MOST VALUE OUT OF THE RELATIONSHIP?

BY  %  OF RESPONDENTS FROM EACH REGION
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The needs driving the mining industry innovation 
ecosystem share many similarities with the health 
industry and can learn much from it. Both industries 
are conservative when it comes to implementing 
new technologies (for both complexity and safety 
reasons); both have high capital costs; both are 
generally very integrated with local communities and 
both are highly regulated. 

Over time however, the health industry has forged 
incredible new pathways into areas of research and 
technology that were barely fathomable only twenty 
years ago. Much of the reason for this lies in the way 

their innovation ecosystems operate. Globally, there 
are many more hospitals than there are mines and the 
ownership of these hospitals are highly diversified. 

This spread of ownership arguably creates a 
competitive tension that is more muted in the 
relatively more concentrated mining industry. The 
health industry also demands that its key workforce 
– doctors – undergo lifelong study, research and 
personal development. In fact, as doctors become 
more senior and specialised they tend to return to 
universities in a teaching capacity, further integrating 
research and industry.

Learning from other industries: Health

Strategic partnerships between miners and 
service companies are becoming more common in 
response to the uncertainties driven by accelerating 
technology change. These partnerships are designed 
to overcome the difficulty of protecting intellectual 
property and keeping pace with technology change. 

By their very nature, the number of strategic 
partnerships each company creates is limited. As 
such, there is a tension between how to effectively 
manage the two type of partnerships: strategic and 
transactional.

Parts of the industry, particularly operations related 
technology, could move more to a ‘pull’ system of 
research funding via services companies causing 
this relationship to fall in relative ranking over time.  
However, this relationship will continue to remain 
important given the need for mining companies to 
maintain competitive advantage, particularly in the 
areas of exploration, ore-body specific extraction, 
value chain integration, and community and the 
environment. 

North America IndiaSouth Africa
Facilitate collaboration platforms 

(research, miners, suppliers)

Establish future mine consortia, 
demonstration sites

Encourage industry 
innovation roadmaps

Establish a mining 
industry R&D fund

Regulatory reform

Support commercialisation 
of research

Incentives for researchers 
and academics

Australia

WHICH ACTIONS BY GOVERNMENT OR INDUSTRY BODIES WILL HAVE THE 
BIGGEST IMPACT ON INNOVATION IN THE RESOURCES INDUSTRY?

Targeted skills development  
(inc. migration)

Attract adjacent heavy industries 
and technology companies

Support for start-ups

F I G U R E  1 0

 14  19  20  18

71

 14  11  13  12

50

 9  15  11  11

46

 12  17  9  7

45

 10  7  4  15

37

 9  9  7  9

34

 11  5  11  6

33

 2  8  13  7

31

 8  5  11  5

29

 11  4  1

29
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STRATEGY

As the prices of many commodities have rallied over 
the past year, many executives are beginning to 
question whether to continue cutting costs, or invest 
in growth. 

Around the industry, a change in sentiment is 
underway. There is a growing belief that the worst of 
the downturn is behind us – that it is time to invest 
again. Of course, this raises the next question: how? 
Executives are cautious of the expand ‘at all costs’ 
growth mantra that followed the recent China-driven 
escalation in prices. 

Perhaps we need to remind ourselves what strategy is 
all about – it is a simple equation of receiving a return 
on capital over time that exceeds your cost of capital. 
The only way to achieve this is through developing 
and maintaining competitive advantage. Without a 
monopoly or structural market power, this must be 
achieved through innovation. 

We describe innovation as the act of doing things 
differently, not only improvement of existing 
processes (see Figure 11), but also accepting that 
risk is an intrinsic part of this equation. Innovation 
necessarily requires risk investment.

STRATEGY AND INNOVATION: THE INSEPARABLE L INK
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Value

Effort

Value

Effort

CREATING COMPETIT IVE ADVANTAGE THROUGH TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION

Change Challenge:  
 

Creativity  
vs.  

Consistency

IMPROVEMENT INNOVATION

This link between strategy and innovation is well 
recognised, When asked the question, ‘How could 
you best improve innovation in your company?’ (see 
Figure 12), the response ‘Link innovation to corporate 
strategy’ rated the highest in 2015 and the second 
highest in 2017. In our CEO Insights – Mining report, 
one CEO defined it: ‘It starts with strategy and this 

drives the strategy of innovation and technology.’ 
The highest rated response this year was the 
development of a vision and roadmap, suggesting 
that businesses see and understand the importance 
of the link with strategy but have moved onto the 
question of how to implement. 

Link innovation to 
corporate strategy

Clear vision and roadmap

Supportive culture

Incentives and metrics 
for innovation

Greater external 
exposure to ideas

Partnerships and 
outsourcing

Structured innovation 
processes

Demonstrated support 
from the CEO

Decentralised accountability

Innovation prioritised 
by our board

Collaboration between 
mining companies

2017

2013

2015

HOW COULD YOU BEST IMPROVE INNOVATION IN YOUR COMPANY?
EACH RESPONDENT ALLOWED THREE CHOICES

F I G U R E  1 2

F I G U R E  1 1

     19
     19
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     16
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     15
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Creating this link to strategy provides the space for 
investment, makes the focus for such investment 
clear and gives the best chance of ensuring that 
funding will survive the downturns. The key ingredient 
is to take a leadership position and it appears the 
tide is turning for a historically conservative industry 
with respect to core process innovation – in the past 
two years, the number of mining company survey 
participants who described their company as a leader 
in technology based innovation has increased by 27% 
(see Figure 13). 5

This is a welcome trend. Taking a leadership role in 
the development of technology reduces the risk of 
implementation (even though the perception is the 
other way around) as developmental experience 
leads to a better understanding of the product and 
the complexities of its integration. It also accelerates 
the adoption of innovation across the industry, 
raising standards (such as health, community and 
environmental) before government and regulatory 
bodies compel change through regulation.

Develop clearer, more targeted technology roadmaps

Ensure better access to human and financial resources

Build better long term partnerships

Are more proactive regarding market and technology change, and

Have a better understanding of the complexities of integration

Conservative follower Fast follower Lead industry Lead across industries

2017

2015

WHICH PHRASE BEST DESCRIBES YOUR COMPANY’S 
APPROACH TO TECHNOLOGY BASED INNOVATION?

Defining innovation at a strategic level is not easy. 
Broadly, in mining, strategy is concerned with a few key 
tasks: extracting the most value from assets it already 
has (this is often the focus for tier 1 producers); 
growing reserves (this is where competitive 
advantage is important and is ideally synergistic with 
extracting value from current assets); and its business 
model. 

1 Assets: How do we use innovation to get more 
out of the assets we currently have?

2 Growth: How do we use innovation to increase 
our reserve base (existing or new assets)?

3 Business model: How do we use innovation to 
transform or protect our business model?

Companies that assume a leadership role in the development 
of technology:

F I G U R E  1 3

5   Increase from 37% to 47%

35

25
28 28 29

34

8

13

BY  %  OF RESPONDENTS
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#4  BEATING THE HOUSE USING MARKET ANALYTICS

Marketing is an area of mining that has remained 
relatively untouched by changes in technology in 
many businesses. In contrast to the sophisticated 
analysis industries such as agriculture, energy and 
utilities apply to demand side pricing decisions and 
value chain integration, the mining industry tends 
to accept a passive role as ‘price takers’ while it 
maintains an operations focus. This has the outcome 
of systemically ceding value to traders, customers and 
leaving ‘win-win’ opportunity unrealised.

The fundamental difference between working on the 
operational side relative to the marketing/ demand 
side is in the nature of the return on investment. 
Improvement and innovation in operational 
technologies tend to drive increasing efficiencies 
which generally translate to reduced capital and 
operating costs. Cost reduction is critical to survival 
in a commodity business but ultimately this strategy 
can only go so far as processes are copied across the 
industry. Over time this will translate into reduced 
prices with margin gains reverting to customers. 

Investment in achieving marketing outcomes 
translates straight to the bottom line via increase 
margins. Depending on the degree to which a given 
business commits to embracing a demand led 
business model, returns can be an order of magnitude 
larger than operational efficiencies – in the realm of 10 
to 30 times the investment.

Prescriptive analytics and the use of big data 
approaches are what have made such returns not 
only possible, but likely. Advances in software and 
algorithms have democratised access to such 
futuristic analytics with many leading providers using 
software-as-a-service (SaaS), subscription pricing 
models. The drastic rise in computing resources 
(enormous banks of cloud-based servers available at 
the click of a button) has been a key driver of these 
technologies. 

Four key areas of value available from advanced 
demand and price forecasting and optimisation: 

1 Operations: through faster and more  
rigorous supply chain decisions

 Irregular Events – quantify impact of  
events on price, logistics and markets

 Capacity Utilization/Optimization

 Budgeting and Cash Flow Management

2 Customer: through improved ability  
to optimize individual customer and  
trade contracts

 Reducing Discounts through better  
understanding of customer specific elasticity

 Timing contract negotiations to optimize  
short term market price movements

 Lock In long term prices when market is 
cyclically high

 3 Market: through Improved Market Analysis

 Customer Segmentation – based on  
behavior, profitability and product mix

 Speed of decision making

4 Investors: through Improved  
credibility with Industry  
Participants and Financial Markets

 Improved Investor Credibility and Share Price

‘It's like counting cards.’ 

 B I L L  R U P P,  C E O  J B S  B E E F
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These priorities can be juxtaposed with the responses 
when asked ‘What are your company’s main sources 
of value from innovation’, with the focus on assets 
(reduce operating costs) being the highest rated and 
the focus on growth (find new ore bodies) being the 
lowest rated. 

Perhaps this provides an answer to the question we 
posed at the outset of this chapter – ‘What to do: cut 
costs further or invest in growth?’. Mining executives 
appear to be maintaining a more risk averse, wait 

and see approach to their strategies for the time 
being. How quickly this could change remains unclear, 
although anecdotal evidence suggests that investors 
are beginning to pose the question to CEOs more 
directly – where is the growth coming from? To answer 
this question, executives will need to necessarily place 
a renewed focus on innovation. 

WHAT ARE YOUR COMPANY’S MAIN SOURCES OF VALUE FROM INNOVATION?

BY  %  OF RESPONDENTS

Extraction

End-to-end optimisation

Processing

Health and safety

Ore body understanding

Business systems and processes

People and organisation

Establish mine and infrastructure

Environment

Exploration

Community development

Marketing

Rehabilitation

Strategy and business model

16

12

11

9

8

8

8

7

6

4

4

3

2

2

F I G U R E  1 4

Example: Aluminium
A lot of time, effort and money is invested in 
understanding and improving the efficiency of 
aluminium processes. However, relatively little is 
invested in understanding the fluctuating value 
implications of aluminium’s three big inputs:

1 Bauxite

2 Caustic soda

3 Energy

Based on forecasting the price of caustic soda, there 
are important decisions to be made about the bauxite 
input processes. That is, if caustic soda is forecast to 
be expensive then this should be reduced and better 
bauxite used. However, lesser grade bauxite should be 
used when caustic soda is cheap. 

Huge amounts of value are available from such 
relatively simple optimisation calculations made 
possible through advances in big data technologies.

34
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Building competitive advantage is the key task of 
any CEO with a concern for their company’s long 
term value. In mining, one of the highest profile (and 
most agreeable to investors) strategies for building 
sustainable advantage is through securing ownership 
of ‘tier 1’ assets – that is, assets with bottom quartile 

operating costs and a long life ore body. However, 
owning these ore bodies can dampen the desire to 
innovate precisely because the definition of tier 1 
implies sustainability through the cycle – need drives 
innovation, and the lack of need does the opposite. 

COMPETIT IVE ADVANTAGE: YOU CAN’T FOLLOW YOUR WAY TO LEADERSHIP

Leader

Follower

IS YOUR COMPANY A FOLLOWER OR LEADER?

BY [EQUIVALENT] POSIT ION

Competitive advantage should be seen ultimately 
through the lens of achieving ‘asymmetric capability’ 
in securing access to economic ore bodies through, 
for example, exploration, advanced extraction 
technology, strategic intelligence to inform potential 
mergers and acquisitions, or superior operating and 
community relations capability. Superior operating 
capability is what many mining companies emphasise 
– the challenge here is that many companies think 
they have an advantage when it is not distinctive 
and this can play out poorly in deriving value from 
acquisitions. 

The task of building competitive advantage must 
be driven by the requirement to develop core 
competencies which support their strategic 
aspirations and in the context of potential risk 
saturation from existing challenges and uncertainties 
– for example, through markets, cycles, capital risk, 
safety and community. As the pace of underlying 
technology change continues to transform the 
industry, the key question for executives is not 
whether to lead, but where to lead?

To simplify, creating a sustainable advantage is largely 
about:

Being first, or

Being better

Both attributes rely heavily on aligning with external 
drivers (see Figure 3 - Disruption) and as such, 
technology will play a huge role in the development of 
‘asymmetric capability.’ Much of the true technological 
innovation in mining is focused on growing the 
business through increasing access to ore bodies, or 
increasing economic viability of existing ore-bodies. 

Research of technologies that give an improved 
understanding of geology and geometallurgy is 
mostly focused on becoming the first to find the next 
Escondida or Norilsk, or through increasing economics 
or reserves that are already under their control – such 
as the AngloGold Ashanti Technology Innovation 
Consortia that is aiming to increase the depth at which 
it can mine. 

F I G U R E  1 5

Board member

 43  57

Chief executive officer

 41  59

Head of operations

 72  28

Frontline leader

 63  37  100%
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#5  MEET THE LEAN INNOVATORS: FORTESCUE METALS GROUP 

In May 2008, six years after it was formed, Fortescue 
Metals Group (FMG) completed its maiden shipment 
of iron ore from its newly built port facility in Port 
Hedland, Western Australia. Less than 10 years later, 
FMG is now the lowest cost iron ore operator in the 
world. 

In its 15 years of existence, FMG has outperformed 
the majors on every measure: speed from design 
to commissioning, operating cost, its integrated 
operating platform, empowering its people and 
collaboration with its partners to name a few.

To become the lowest cost operator in the world, 
FMG has built and embedded the culture that saw it 
succeed in building 4 mines, a 5-berth port facility, 
more than 620km of heavy haul rail and shipping 165 
million tonnes of ore per year in record time. 

There are three key components to FMG’s success: 

1 Their leadership team continually sets stretch 
targets that force innovative solutions

2 Their reward program is linked to the company’s 
long-term vision 

3 Their people who are prepared to be problem 
solvers and push the boundaries are rewarded

With a nimble and agile business ethos, FMG has not 
been constrained by the ‘way things have always been 
done’. They are willing to try new operational designs 
to look outside the mining industry for solutions and 
to drop projects that are not achieving the results 
they are looking for. This culture of invention and 
entrepreneurship is at the heart of their success.

‘At Fortescue, we have embraced innovation. If you need it for your own ego, claim it (as yours)  
if you want, but go out and find the best ideas.’
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Sensing and deciding

Physical transformation

Energy and systems

Sensor networks Artificial intelligence

Materials and biology Robotics and automation

Sources and storage Integrated systems

One of the biggest themes of this year’s survey has 
been the extent to which the long-predicted arrival of 
digital technology is transforming the mining industry. 
What had previously been a discussion about data 
and process standardisation has transitioned into a 
discussion about integration, open systems, digital 
ecosystems, platforms and laying the foundation 
for sophisticated big data analysis and artificial 
intelligence. 

While digital technology is currently at the front 
of everyone’s mind, it is only one of three broad 
categories of technology (see Figure 16). Rapid 
changes in underlying technologies such as robotics, 

sensors, data processing, materials, manufacturing 
and biological engineering make physical innovation 
the dark horse in what technologies will shape 
change and relative competitive advantage in the 
industry going forward. At the same time, the world is 
undergoing an energy transformation that is already 
impacting power grids and will increasingly impact the 
operating models in the mining industry too.

Therefore, it is timely to ask what we mean by 
technology and innovation and how we make 
sense of these underlying trends for mining. If we 
think of any entity – such as biological organisms, 
people, businesses, broader ecosystems – there are 
essentially three functions governing their ability to 
survive and to thrive: 

1 Sensing and deciding 
Takes external and internal information  
to direct activity

2 Physical transformation  
Tangibly change the location or form  
of physical things

3 Energy and systems  
Provides the power to do the first two

TECHNOLOGY FOCUS: WHERE MINERS AND SUPPLIERS ARE INVESTING

F I G U R E  1 6 THE THREE FUNDAMENTAL TYPES OF TECHNOLOGY 
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The objective of these functions remains the 
same but technology can radically change their 
effectiveness and efficiency. We need to consider 
all three of these areas to build a true picture of 
the state of technology in mining. The risk is that, 
as an industry, we focus exclusively on digitisation 
(which is undoubtedly important) at the expense of 

slower moving physical transformation and energy 
technologies that may ultimately have the biggest 
impact. This is a fundamental reality of mining – it 
is a physical industry and the value potential of data 
and analytics is limited by the constraints of the 
physical equipment and the infrastructure they 
govern. 

WHICH UNDERLYING TECHNOLOGY AREAS WILL HAVE THE BIGGEST 
IMPACT ON THE MIN ING INDUSTRY OVER THE NEXT 15 YEARS?
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One of the most instructive graphs to come out 
of this year’s survey is the longitudinal change in 
which technologies executives see as having the 
biggest impact on mining today and in the future 
(see Figure 17). It comes as little surprise that 
there is a major increase in the focus on digitisation 
underway through sensing and data. There has also 
been a significant increase in the focus on artificial 

intelligence and machine learning technologies 
that will provide the big pay-off for digitising, as 
sensing and data capabilities improve. In the long 
term, these appear to shift to a focus on robotics 
and automation. Over time, the current high focus 
on integration is expected to drop off – potentially 
because this will be done naturally through artificial 
intelligence, robotics and sensing. 

F I G U R E  1 7
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Physical technologies are the ones with the potential 
to truly transform how miners mine. We are seeing 
the emergence of innovation programmes that 
support this – the thin seam automated extraction 
at AngloGold Ashanti, and the focus on in-situ 
extraction (see ‘In-situ extraction’ drill down, 
page 42) are relevant examples. In parallel, the 
industry is undergoing a low profile, but significant 

growth in the use of heap leaching, an indicator 
that physical extraction innovation is advancing 
inexorably. Extraction technologies will become 
truly transformative when combined with ‘glass 
earth’ technologies at research institutions such 
as Australia’s CSIRO and AMIRA (see ‘Glass earth 
exploration’ drill down, page 41). 

Physical – Physical transformation

‘We are looking to implement low cost, low impact 
in-situ recovery of gold and base metals using 
environmentally benign lixiviant systems.’

‘We are concentrating on commercialising a patented 
new mining method that substantially improves ore 
body extraction with close to zero dilution.’

‘To date, we have focused on enabling technology 
such as wifi communications and sensing. This will 
shift to artificial intelligence, decision support and 
analytics next.’

‘The fundamentals of physics will remain – we will 
still require similar processes but will rely heavily on 
automation to increase throughput with less people 
and lower costs.’

‘There are a number of emerging extraction and 
beneficiation approaches (eg. Sulphide leach) that will 
also move the needle.’

‘Connectedness and data transmission in 
underground mining is a crucial technology.’

EXTRACTION

PROCESSING

EXTRACTION

ENVIRONMENT

EXPLORATION

END-TO-END OPTIMISATION

WHERE IN THE VALUE CHAIN DO YOU SEE THE  
GREATEST VALUE OVER THE NEXT 15 YEARS? 

Comments from participants in this year’s survey emphasised these trends:

Interestingly, there seems to be a tailing off in current interest in the direct applications of 
robotics and automation. This is potentially because it was ahead of its time; without the 
data, systems and standardisation in place to enable it. Considering the future, executives 
still see this as a primary focus area as the end of an integrated, autonomous value chain. 

F I G U R E  1 8

Different regions have different needs.
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In South Africa, the main focus is on extracting the 
full value from its enormous reserves (as has been 
explored in our South Africa drill down). As a country, 
it has significant growth potential through the safe 
extraction of ore that it cannot currently reach. 
Unsurprisingly, robotics and automation is a key future 
focus area for the country – this is despite its well-
publicised challenges with displacement of labour 
through mechanisation. As one respondent noted, 

‘You don’t really list it here, but we need to be able to 
mine gold in South Africa without blasting – or without 
people being exposed in the stopes – we keep running 
away from this fact.’

‘The challenges of deep level mining in 
South Africa ensure a long term focus 
on innovation.’

‘India will be self-sufficient in its use of 
minerals. There are huge resources 
available in our country, we just have to 
explore them and tap those potentials.  
We don’t feel like India will be 
dependent upon imports at any stage. 
This implies that there will be a huge 
amount of growth required in the 
sector.’

IN-SITU 
EXTRACTION

THE FUTURE OF LOW FOOTPRINT MIN ING

ORE-ONLY 
EXTRACTION:

Negligible 
environmental 

disturbance 

GLASS EARTH 
EXPLORATION

REDUCTION IN 
CAPITAL:

Fast start-up, 
relocatable, 

reusable

REDEFINE 
DEFIN IT ION OF 

T IER 1:

Smaller,  
deeper,  
cheaper 

SAFE 
WORK:

Remote, 
clean, 

autonomous 

INTELLIGENT 
PRECISION MIN ING:

Analytics reducing 
uncertainty

For India, the two main drivers of physical 
technology development appear to be the 
environment and exploration. Exploration is largely 
a product of India’s huge untapped potential and by 
being the current focus of the Modi government 
(along with transparency, as has been explored in our 
India drill down). The critical environmental situation 
in India, driven by huge pollution and a growing, 
densely populated country, is no doubt playing an 
outsized role in this focus.

SEE PAGE 41 SEE PAGE 42
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One of the most enduring mythologies of the 
mining industry is that of the adventurous explorer 
relying mostly on his luck and intuition to find the 
‘motherlode’ – from Lang Hancock flying over the 
Australian Pilbara in the 1960s in a two seater plane 
and finding the world’s largest iron ore deposits to 
Jean Jacques Dozy finding Grasberg, the world’s 
largest gold mine deposit, while on an Indonesian 
mountaineering expedition in the 1930s. 

Those days appear to be coming to an end. Not only 
are each of the foundational scientific elements of 
exploration advancing rapidly but they are converging 
to create an integrated step change in the capability 
and cost of exploration.

Future major exploration finds will be identified 
using advanced analytics and exponential increases 
in computing power, married to multidisciplinary 
scientific fields from hydrometallurgy, geology, 
hydrogeochemistry and lithology and many more. 

Through integrating data sets from these fields with 
historical agricultural, climate and geological data sets, 
analysts are quickly improving their ability to optimise 
exploration analysis across its four fundamental levels 
of global, regional, camp and deposit exploration.

In effect, the traditional cost vs. risk trade-off inherent 
to exploration is being overcome as both are set to 
decrease exponentially. The overriding challenge 
for identifying new deposits is becoming one of 
optimisation, rather than risk mitigation.

Diminishing success rates of minerals exploration9  
have caused major mining companies to begin to 
invest heavily in this area over the past two years – 
with the challenge now being the eminently achievable 
one of data integration and optimisation, it will not 
remain unsolved for long. ‘Now’, as the Canada Mining 
Innovation Council CEO said,

Major problems to be overcome before glass earth is achieved:

‘It is a race to get there first.’

#6  GLASS EARTH EXPLORATION – THE NEXT GOLD RUSH? 

LOW FOOTPRINT MIN ING

‘Part of the issue for companies is the cost and risk of exploration. Trends (in exploration 
technology) are pushing down the cost and risk to a point where it is starting to change the 
game. When this is achieved, it will be all logic – it will be a gold rush. Exploration will become an 
optimisation challenge, not a risk challenge.’   M A R K  W O F F E N D E N ,  C E O  M R I W A

9   National Resource Sciences Precinct, 2017

Identifying geographical 
signatures of mineral deposits 
from a distance of up to 
hundreds of kilometres

Status Subject to major 
studies in Australia

Integrating live and historical 
data sets from across the 
regions and disciplines

Status Progress being made – 
no significant roadblocks

Advances in drilling 
technology reducing cost 
and latency of resource 
data acquisition

Status Significant progress

Improving the speed and analysis of  
sampling results

Status Sensors and analytics maki

Shifting from intuition to quantitative data 
analysis of integrated and real time data sets

Status At incipient point in capability

DISTAL FOOTPRINT DATA INTEGRATION SENSOR TECHNOLOGY

SAMPLING MODELLING AND MATHEMATICS
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To say that all technologies to enable in-situ leaching 
are available is therefore only true to a small extent. 

Depending on the product, host rock and ore body 
shape, position and type, the following challenges 
remain to be resolved:  

1 Exploration methods to precisely delineate an ore 
body from the surface

2 Controlled fracturing of the host rock to gain 
consistent access to the ore across the orebody

3 Selective chemical or bio liberation to liquefy the 
product for extraction in a safe closed cycle

4 Sealing unwanted cracks to avoid leakage for 
environmental or commercial reasons

5 Design of a collaborative approach to tackle the 
high risk and long duration of this R&D effort.

For optimal conditions, such as some uranium or 
copper ore bodies, feasible and even viable cases of 
in-situ leaching already exist today, given that some 
constraints are lifted there, e.g. by ore being porous. 

For other sites, a roadmap needs to be developed 
with each missing puzzle piece being viable by itself.

While oil and gas has seemingly solved the technical challenge there 
are several fundamental differences to be considered:

#7  THE PROMISE OF IN-SITU EXTRACTION

Considered the holy grail of mining to many, in-situ 
extraction is a powerful vision for a sustainable mining 
future. The oil & gas industry is doing it daily so it is 
also quite a realistic vision. The benefits of in-situ 
extraction create a compelling picture for why it is 
receiving so much attention:

With people working only from the surface, there 
is no underground risk exposure

Smaller ore bodies can be mined with less capital 
(which is surface-based, modular and mobile)

Methods promise to be faster and more flexible  
with faster returns

Its environmental footprint is that of a keyhole,  
there are not large scars on the surface

‘Techniques like  recovery will become more important as environmental impact continues to 
squeeze out traditional mining techniques.’

LOW FOOTPRINT MIN ING

OIL AND GAS

MINING

Can rely on exploration technologies that work over 
long distance and across a wide field

Ore bodies are often very large and the product can 
be extracted with a pipe from just about anywhere

The product is typically a liquid or a gas, requiring 
little, or no, manipulation before extraction

The host rock is often porous and soft  
and easy to access

Metals are much harder to find, especially in parts 
per million a mile under the surface

Requires far higher precision, far from the surface 
– especially for narrow vein ore bodies

The product is typically a solid which must first be 
safely liquefied before extraction

The host rock is often impermeable and hard, 
access is generally difficult to achieve
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In-situ extraction is receiving an increasing amount of 
attention from executives. However, while it may be 
technically feasible, in-situ extraction probably will not 
be viable for a long time for low grade bulk ore bodies, 
even though copper is getting there. Where other 

mining methods were not viable, the hope that in-
situ extraction could come with lower cost is leading 
extensive research. In-situ extraction, sooner or later 
will become a viable mining method. 

‘All the pieces for breakthrough in-situ extraction are there – fluid flow, fracking,  

directive drilling, solvent media, containment. They just need to be brought together.  

This would change mining substantially, and influence exploration.  

For example, we could target different, specific ore-bodies.’

History shows that disruptions in how energy is 
generated provide the biggest changes of all – step 
changes in biology and the industrial revolution are 
testament to this. We are on the cusp of a potentially 
huge transition in energy generation as renewables 
pass cost parity and storage costs continue to fall 
drastically. This has reached the point where grid 
stabilisation is now provided by batteries rather than 
small-scale gas plants – both for cost and speed of 
implementation reasons. The major hurdle at this 
stage appears to be regulation and a reliable transition. 
 

‘Regarding energy technology, we are currently 
standing in the middle of a revolution as the carbon-
based energy economy unwinds and the renewable 
energy sector fills the gap. Standing in the middle 
of this change perhaps makes it hard to see but 
in a decade or so it may be like the transition from 
horsepower to motor vehicles which happened quickly 
and disruptively early last century.’

‘Lower the cost of electrical energy and you will 
increase the utilisation of natural mineral resources.’

‘While all of these areas will have impact, energy 
technologies will be needed to transform how we mine.’

‘Robotics and automation will also feature greatly. I just 
believe that due to the climate change, there is a definite 
push to develop and utilise cleaner energy technology 
which puts it at a higher global priority in my mind.’

‘Electricity cost and security is one of South Africa’s 
major challenges. Technologies such as fuel cells 
would be serious game changers in mining.’

Energy – Powering the system

While many of the new digital solutions becoming 
available to mining are industry agnostic, having been 
developed with a general business in mind, much 
of the most exciting emerging digital technology is 
targeted solely at mining – and specifically, targeted at 
understanding the resource base. These include high 
potential innovations like Laser Induced Breakdown 
Spectroscopy (LIBS) and hyperspectral mapping 
among many others. 

‘Digitising is an enabler for artificial intelligence and 
will give rise to integrated and continuous processes 
allowing mines to become more like manufacturing 
plants.’

‘There will be an increasing demand for non-mining 
specific skills within the industry. This is a threat 
as these will not have mining knowledge but an 
opportunity as well in terms of thinking outside the 
box.’

‘Automated systems will be required to transform 
an ocean of data into a sea of information so we can 
learn and adapt faster to make smarter and more 
timely decisions.’

‘We already have most of the data, robotics and 
automation technologies to make major changes – 
we just need to use them.’

Digital – Sensing and deciding
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Approximately, two thirds of all respondents felt 
their company was ‘well’ or ‘very well’ prepared for 
digitisation. This result is surprising given much of 
the uncertainty executives we have spoken to who 
recount the difficulty they have had in developing 
a clear path forward. Perhaps this disconnect is 
simply a case of executives underestimating the 

complexity of change within an organisation required 
by digitisation. One of the biggest impediments to 
the implementation of data, analytics and automation 
is cultural – resistance to change. Half of all survey 
participants chose this as its biggest people challenge 
(although, one participant did note, ‘I wanted to 
choose all of the options’). 

63% of respondents from companies who are self-described technology leaders

Among mining companies, the number drops to about 50% while rising to more than 75% of services companies

Frontline leaders are 40% more likely to be positive about readiness for digitisation than heads of strategy

Readiness for digital transformation varies from region to region with North America the most ready (70%), 
followed by Australia (66%); India (64%); and South Africa (59%)

Respondents who felt their company was ‘well’ or ‘very well’ prepared for digitisation:

Taking a leadership role in the development of new 
technologies is a strategic decision. In many cases, 
it will require significant, long term funding with an 
uncertain schedule and pay-offs. 

Mining innovations are often characterised by the 
long timeframes that need to be considered and 
planned for. Within these timeframes the world can, 
and does, change dramatically – the difficulty for the 
industry is that these cycles have a profound impact 
on innovation. It is for this reason that, to take a 
position of leadership with technology, executives 
require support from the board to make the space 
with investors. 

There are a couple of challenges in achieving this:  

Risk exposure is already significant before considering 
additional technology risk. Mining companies have 
taken large bets on demand requiring major capital 
investment and the acceptance of the fundamental 
uncertainty of demand and prices. 

Poor historical performance with allocating capital. 
The industry has made many poor decisions with 
regards to how it invests capital, causing write-offs 
often counted in the billions of dollars and driving 
additional scepticism with investors.

 

UNDERSTANDING THE VALUE OF INNOVATION: MAKING THE SPACE FOR 
INNOVATION WITH INVESTORS
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WHY IS THE PERCEPTION OF RISK AN IMPEDIMENT TO 
INNOVATION IN MIN ING?

BY  %  OF RESPONDENTS
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Ultimately for investors, this is about performance. 
If you have demonstrated that your business is 
responsible with capital and can communicate a 
clear strategy for how technology investments will 
align with, and drive, competitive advantage then the 
business will receive the latitude from boards and 
investors. 

In 2013, when the industry was amid the downturn, 
33% of executives believed that spending on 
innovation in their business will decrease the following 
year. That number has decreased by 70% this year as 
demand and prices have recovered from their lows 
and the green shoots of recovery are clear to see.

We have seen a parallel change in the degree of 
importance mining executives assign to innovation 
over the same time. The number of executives 
that believe innovation is critical to their long-term 
business strategy has increased by 68% over the 
past four years and 51% over the past two years (see 
Figure 20).

‘Investors won’t commit to innovation 
unless they see a clear link with 
strategy and demonstrable progress.'

HOW DO YOU EXPECT SPENDING ON  
INNOVATION TO CHANGE NEXT YEAR?
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As one CEO explained:

Risk saturation, historical performance and leadership 
equivocation in strategy have all led to an erosion 
of investor trust of mining companies to invest in 
innovation. As such, they do not seem yet to place 
a significant share price premium in companies with 
this proven capability (although arguably Rio Tinto 
receives a premium for the legacy of its Mine of the 
Future programme), to the same extent they do for 
some other industries. Additionally, the inability of 
mining companies to be able to point to a strong track 
record with innovation means they invariably struggle 
to make the case well.

Investor scepticism means that technology projects 
must demonstrate the ability to pay back their 
investment within about three years – something 
that more ambitious, transformative programmes will 
generally struggle to do. 

One approach that is becoming increasingly 
sophisticated in other industries, and is beginning 
to emerge in mining, is the upfront design of ‘value 
pathways’. Large projects are deliberately broken up 
into smaller projects that each have a valuable off-

ramp, wherein the business can monetise its earlier 
investment if required. In fact, this approach has been 
adopted in exploration by larger entities in the past, 
when programmes can more than pay for themselves 
through on-selling discoveries that may not fit with 
portfolio strategies, but still yield significant value.

Executives also struggle to filter the immense number 
of technology proposals put forward for their approval, 
and even more so to communicate how and why they 
make the decisions they have. 

Ultimately, what is important is maintaining focus 
through the ability to say ‘no’, and to take leadership 
to back the important few that will deliver advantage. 
This challenge can be met through having a 
clear focus on the connection of innovation with 
competitive strategy, which is ultimately built through 
the numerous conversations which yield insight when 
strategy and innovation are made a priority topic for 
debate within executive leadership teams.

While articulating this advice may be straightforward, 
it is difficult to put into practice. The identification 
and approvals process for innovation projects can 
devolve into a disaggregated selection of innovation 
initiatives without a common understanding of 
their contribution to strategy. Effective technology 
strategies apply a consistent methodology for 
deciding where and when to invest their resources. 

To this end, we have developed a simple framework 
through conversations across and beyond the 
industry to better understand how to practically apply 
the principles of competitive advantage to technology 
funding (see Figure 21).

‘The cyclical nature of the industry 
means it is either boom or bust. When it 
is boom, they are harvesting and don’t 
have the time to think about innovation. 
In the bust, they are trying to survive. 
There is little space in either of these 
phases for innovation.'

PRODUCT AVAILABIL ITY

Unproven  
(Research and 
development)

Proven in  
other industries 
(Modification)

Proven  
in industy  
(Adoption)

Useful but not 
essential

Match competitors 
performance

Critical to competitive 
advantage

CONTRIBUTION TO 
BUSINESS STRATEGY

No direct action

Targeted adoption

Rapid adoption

F I G U R E  2 1

No direct action

No direct action

Continuous 
Improvement

Facilitate 
development

Lead adoption

Push the boundaries
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#8  MEET THE LEAN INNOVATORS: DUNDEE PRECIOUS METALS

Dundee Precious Metals (Dundee) is a Canadian-
based mining company whose flagship mine in 
Chelopech, Bulgaria produces gold, copper and silver 
concentrate. Amidst the context of falling prices and 
mining productivity, the company was faced with a 
survival imperative: 

This transformation was achieved within two years. 
The approach was simple enough – ‘digitise and lift the 
lid off the mine’. 

Lessons from Dundee – from analogue to digital: 

1 Start with WiFi and 100% connectivity

2 Install sensors on everything 

3 Go for quick wins, but do not discount the 
importance of visualising the operations as a whole 

4 Highlight constraints, inconsistencies and 
exceptions and then address them systematically

5 Focus on data integration and access, not 
application integration 

6 Don’t get caught mapping and remapping 
processes 

7 Avoid gold plating technology solutions 

Ultimately, the key to Dundee’s success is rooted in 
trusting their people:  

A CEO that is deeply involved in the whole  
design, and trusted by the board 

Empower employees at all levels to innovate  
and make decisions

Look outside of the industry for talent and 
solutions to challenge the status quo 

Make use of smart, local talent in Eastern  
Europe for real time fixes

Adopt innovative solutions and  
partnership approaches 

‘We hired a CTO (who) was not a typical 
mining IT guy…he’d already wondered why 
the mining industry was 20 years behind the 
manufacturing industry…he challenged me – 
‘Why aren’t you doing this stuff?’  
He said he’d fix it – he did.’
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‘Double throughput and halve the costs, 
using only existing capital equipment.’
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One of the key issues with the long cycles inherent 
in mining is that companies struggle to focus on long 
term innovation. Only 16% of executives claim their 
company focuses their innovation on a timeframe 
of five years or longer – this is a markedly short time 
for an industry that must plan and design capital 
investment with lifetimes of thirty years and longer. 
The consequence is that the core process in mining 
is often much like it was several decades ago – except 
that everything is a lot bigger. 

Service companies have not impacted this dynamic 
significantly, opting to develop products that fit into 
existing mining systems and struggling to articulate 
or sell large-scale platform changes. In fact, in 
comparison to mining businesses, service companies 
have been focusing on a significantly shorter time 
horizon – where 59% of mining businesses focus 
on innovation beyond 3 years, only 20% of services 
companies do. This begs the question of whose 
responsibility is it to focus on long term innovation? 

WHAT IS THE T IMEFRAME FOR INNOVATION FOCUS  
IN YOUR COMPANY?

BY  %  OF RESPONDENTS

This year 1 to 3 years 3 to 5 years

19

14

21 21

38 39

17
13

11

2017

2013

2015

10+ years

6
5 5

5 to 10 years

37

30

24

The mining industry is known for its ability to 
create ever larger equipment under the banner of 
innovation and efficiency. This innovation is, in reality, 
improvement – that is, something that improves 
an existing process, whereas true innovation is 
something that changes the process altogether. The 
inability to quarantine funding for true innovation 
through the cycle is one of the key reasons why 
mining’s core process technology has remained 
largely unchanged through the decades.

Mining businesses should ideally make all longer-term 
risk funding compete for a share of the same pool of 
capital, including exploration, business development, 
and technology and innovation. The logic for imposing 
this competition is that if one or more of these are 
managed separately (as they have been) then there 

remains little incentive for each to clearly articulate 
a broader concept that can create a step change in 
shareholder value. Worse still, there is little incentive to 
plan and execute a development pathway to realise it.

However, it is precisely these investments that are the 
most likely to deliver long term growth in the business’ 
reserve base through better exploration technology 
or through transforming the economics of existing 
ore bodies with new technology. The difference with 
investment in innovation relative to the other growth 
investments is that it is not an all or nothing exercise. 
Failure improves the chance of future success 
through building institutional skills and creating a deep 
understanding of the nuances of stated areas of 
competitive advantage. 

INVESTING IN GROWTH: INNOVATION VS. EXPLORATION, EXPANSION 
AND DEAL MAKING

F I G U R E  2 2
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WHO IS FOCUSING ON LONG TERM INNOVATION?

Australia North America India Rest of AfricaEurope South America Rest of Asia South Africa

Short term 
(<3 years)

Long term 
(3+ years)

Interviews with non-mining executives and executives 
from large services companies underlines this 
point. Businesses that intend to be in business for 
the long term tend to allocate around ten to fifteen 
percent of re-invested capital to repositioning for the 
longer term – companies such as Cargill, Komatsu 
and GlaxoSmithKline. It is not a coincidence that 
these companies have a deep intent to sustain their 
business over the long term and are viscerally aware 
of the threats to their sustainability. This perspective 
is sometimes challenging for mining companies – 
particularly where they have long life ore bodies. 

Within the industry, scepticism is rife regarding the 
ability to create competitive advantage through 
innovation in technology. This view is encapsulated in 
the comment of one respondent: 

 

A view based on two underlying, and questionable, 
perspectives: 

1 Any technology developed with suppliers will leak 
across the industry

2 Mining’s poor track record of converting 
innovation investments into value

To overcome these risks, investment should be 
targeted at defendable value. For example, ore bodies 
on the cusp of viability – such as large resources 
of deep underground gold in South Africa – whose 
extraction would not disrupt industry economics 
are a good target. A less attractive target would be 
investment in innovation to monetise ore-bodies 
which are highly accessible, where unutilised ore 
bodies are extensive and where technology cannot 
be protected – magnetite ore-bodies could be an 
example of this. 

The earlier discussion regarding the poor track 
record of technology investments is an issue. Unlike 
exploration, which has a well-developed value chain 
from speculative investment through to operations, 
innovation in core process technology does not 
have a mature skill base and ecosystem to progress 
a concept from idea through to implementation and 
integration. This means that roadmap development, 
partnerships and change management are key skills 
that need to be addressed in parallel. 

‘Why should we invest and then watch 
the technology erode the cost base 
(and margins) of the whole industry?’

F I G U R E  2 3

     26
    32     35

    44

  56   56
  60   63

    74
    68

    63
    56

    44     44
    40     37

  100%
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DEL IVERY

Defining the challenge of leadership for innovation is relatively simple: make the case 
‘above’ with investors and the board for innovation, and make the space ‘below’ with the 
organisation through providing autonomy and incentives to innovate (see Figure 24).6

LEADERSHIP: BUILD ING THE BUSINESS OF TOMORROW

INVESTORS

BOARD

CEO

EMPLOYEES

Case for innovation investment 

Confidence through delivery  

Visible traction on innovation initiatives 

 AL IGNMENT ON 
STRATEGY

Appropriate appointment of CEO 

Test ambition for innovation in strategy 

Investment case governance 

Educate on potential for innovation  

Put forward specific investments 

Use board as strategic resource 

Investment case governance 

Case for innovation investment 

Confidence through delivery  

Visible traction on innovation initiatives 

50

F I G U R E  2 4

6   CEO Insights Report, 2016
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#9  MEET THE LEAN INNOVATORS: AGNICO EAGLE

Agnico Eagle Mines is a small gold miner whose low-
quality assets in remote areas are making mining 
increasingly challenging for the company. Despite 
this, the Harvard Business Review ranked CEO Sean 
Boyd at number 55 of the best-performing CEOs in 
the world in 2016, outperforming even high profile 
leaders from companies such as MasterCard, Amazon, 
Accenture, and Netflix. 

Key to the company’s performance is Agnico Eagle’s 
strong culture and acknowledgement that people are 
their biggest asset. 

In 2013, amidst falling gold prices, instead of deploying 
massive retrenchments (as was a common response), 
Agnico Eagle minimised their reduction of headcount 
by trimming $40m from benefit packages and 
implementing a relatively small number of 67 early 
retirements – each of whom Boyd called personally. 

Boyd believes the key to a unified, productive culture 
is trust:  

Demonstrate that the company cares

Recognise that while people like to make money,  
they ultimately stay for their career

Minimise cultural dilution through M&As – give  
people a change to inherit, build and develop

One-on-one or group interactions by the CEO  
fosters a culture of being a part of something bigger

Keep messages simple and gauge engagement  
and acceptance

‘It is a daily challenge to keep complexity from 
creeping into the business, to make it easy 
for everyone to understand the business so 
everyone can keep a focus on value.’

All eyes are on the CEO, if they are an active champion 
for innovation and have provided a clear vision and 
visible leadership then the organisation will follow. 
Culture is all important and the CEO creates the 
culture. 

CEOs create a culture of innovation through creating 
company mythologies with stories of success and by 
walking the walk with demonstrated behaviour. This is 

classic leadership and cultural change; the same tools 
that were used to create cultural change around core 
mining beliefs such as safety and efficiency should 
now be applied to innovation.
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WHO IS THE DRIVING FORCE OF INNOVATION IN YOUR COMPANY 
AND HOW DO YOU INCENTIVISE YOUR WORKFORCE TO INNOVATE?

10% 20% 30% 10% 20% 30%

In practice, the demands on mining leaders are broad 
and complex. As executives, they are collectively 
responsible for ensuring their mining operations 
are safe and productive; need to make the right 
strategic decisions (and perhaps more importantly, 
avoid making the wrong strategic decisions); and they 
must organise and motivate a group of people and 
partners that can number in the tens of thousands. 
For the leaders of services companies, they must 
also compete without the insurance of a pre-existing 
tradeable resource. 

Leaders in 2017 are also being asked to make 
expensive and transformational information and 
operational technology decisions that have uncertain 
outcomes – adding to the complexity, IT and OT 
are increasingly converging with one another. Our 
2016 interview series, ‘CEO Insights’, highlighted this 
area as a major uncertainty for mining CEOs, both in 
the end state and in ensuring the right approach to 
transformation.

These decisions will have lasting implications for 
the way businesses organise and the culture they 
cultivate – one need only look at the impact of the last 
wave of ERP implementations to see an example of 
this. Therefore, leaders need to be able to ascertain 
the ‘right’ question to ask of their design teams 
– questions that will lead to making the decisions 
that support and align with the business’ long term 
strategy. 

It is apparent that in the last few years the intent of 
leaders to take a stronger position on innovation 
has increased. In our advisory work, however, we 
see that this intent is often overwhelmed by an 
inability to move. When we asked what was the 
biggest impediment to moving quickly, a clear pattern 
emerged across all four regions.

F I G U R E  2 5

Business leaders shape this culture. 

All - it is core to our culture

The board

Chief executive officer

Business unit heads

Head of technology

Head of operations

Frontline leaders (eg. Supervisors)

Head of strategy

Head of information technology

Communicate success stories

Career promotions

Demonstrate leadership

Public recognition

Individual incentives

We don’t

Set stretch goals

Create a burning platform

Employee share schemes

Company wide bonuses

ACTIONSPOSIT ION
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 ‘Conflicting priorities and incentives’ was cited as the 
largest impediment to innovation initiatives moving 
forward. Leaders simply cannot be involved with, and 
review, every important decision within their business. 

Conflicting priorities and incentives may reflect a 
leadership that is not as committed as it might state 
because if it were, their priorities would be clear. In 
many cases, however, this finding may also reflect 
the fact that driving out variation to achieve better 
operational stability and productivity in large operating 
assets is difficult when also managing change 
associated with innovation initiatives. 

Change management capacity is the most important 
factor in India and the second most important 
everywhere else. This suggests dynamic businesses 
that are attempting a lot of change but without the full 
organisational support to make it achievable. 

Organisational skills and capacity are also important 
factors, particularly in India and South America where 
it was four times more commonly cited relative to 
North America, and substantially greater  
than Australia.

North America IndiaSouth Africa

Conflicting priorities and incentives

Project management capacity

Change management capacity

Unsupportive culture

Acess to piloting and test 
environments

Skills and capability

Implementation 
methodology selection

Partnership relationships 
and structuring

Idea generation capacity

Problem definition

Australia

F I G U R E  2 6

 24  20  21  21

 15  19  21  17

 13  13  9  15

 15  9  9  10

 3  11  13  8

 7  7  9  4

 10  8  3  5

 5  6  3  9

 2  4  9  4

 6  3  3  7

MANY COMPANIES UNDERSTAND THE STRATEGIC OPPORTUNITY AND 
THE NEED TO INNOVATE BUT STILL STRUGGLE TO MOVE FORWARD.

 WHAT ARE THE BIGGEST IMPEDIMENTS TO MOVING QUICKLY?

BY  %  OF RESPONDENTS FROM EACH REGION
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Throughout the interviews we held with executives to 
dig into certain aspects of the survey data, the mining 
industry was commonly described as being very 
conservative in its approach to innovation. However, 
it would be wrong to characterise the industry or its 
investors as being risk averse. To the contrary, there 
are few other industries that spend billions of dollars 

on long term projects where the inputs (ore bodies) 
are uncertain, the mine methods and processing 
technology is typically bespoke, projects are complex 
and often overrun, payback can sometimes be 
counted in decades, prices are highly uncertain and 
the assets are susceptible to sovereign risk. This is 
hardly a low risk business.

RISK: CONSERVATISM IN A RISKY BUSINESS

It seems to be that precisely because the risk of 
exploration and capital investment is so high that the 
perceived risk tolerance for doing things substantially 
differently is low. The risk appetite has already 
been consumed by the projects for both miners 
and investors. The resultant conservative attitude 
to innovation is counterproductive when trying to 
mitigate the inherent risks of mining using existing 
models and methods. For example, automation 
and low impact extraction methods, which require 
substantial investment in innovation, would in turn 
reduce total costs, carbon emissions and safety 
exposure.

The question of why the perception of risk is an 
impediment to innovation in mining is therefore an 
important one. In fact, a clear summary of why this 
is the case is embedded in the most commonly 
selected responses for this question (see Figure 19). 

As discussed at the outset of this section, mining 
in aggregate is not risk averse given the high capital 
investments made for long term returns. However, 
those who are tasked with implementing and 
operating these investments are by necessity risk 
averse, for reasons including safety, productivity and 
environmental stewardship. 

This contradiction can be summarised as risk 
saturation, which is clear with the second most 
commonly selected response – high capital. Much 
of the difference can also be ascribed to relative 
experiences; mining companies have deep experience 
in risky, long term ventures and are therefore 
more comfortable with them. However, they have 

significantly less experience with innovation-led 
technology change processes and therefore will 
naturally find it a more difficult task. 

Interestingly, executives from self-described 
‘conservative’ businesses believe that the most 
important reason perceptions of risk impede 
innovation is due to high capital investments (see 
Figure 27). Does this imply that this is a logical reason 
for conservatism? 

At the same time, self-described ‘industry leaders’ 
cite industry culture as the biggest impediment. Does 
this imply that these people think the conservative 
organisations are wrong and that high capital is not a 
logical driver of risk? CEOs, however, rate high capital 
as a relatively low factor (less than half that of chief 
operating officers and board members).

‘Most CEOs in the industry don’t think about innovation, they are risk takers, 

but not innovators.’ 7 

G L O B A L  M I N I N G  C E O  I N T E R V I E W

7   CEO Insights Report, 2016
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High capital

Industry culture

WHICH PHRASE BEST DESCRIBES YOUR COMPANY’S APPROACH TO 
TECHNOLOGY BASED INNOVATION?

1 Provide absolute clarity in protocols 
  

Workforce understands where they have 
autonomy to innovate and where they do not

2 Break risk into manageable amounts 

Large decisions are separated into ‘decision 
pathways’ for manageability and optionality 

‘It is far better to do 100% of 10% than  
10% of 100%.’

3 Create the ability to test and pilot effectively 

Technology group has testing environments – 
‘sandpits’ – available before full rollout

4 Build capacity for integrated 
design and simulation 

Digital design and simulation of value chain 
capability is accessible by decision makers

5 Facilitate collaboration with large  
and small peers 

Smaller projects in smaller operations are utilised 
for testing new technology for mutual benefit 
(see: ‘Meet the lean innovators – Dundee  
Precious Metals’ drill down, page 47)

6 Clearly link innovation with strategic goals 

Major decisions are aligned with strategy  
before being put forward for approval

7 Educate investors on value of mining innovation 

Senior executives are encouraged to  
look beyond their quarterly results for value

8 Use dedicated project teams  
for implementation 

Teams are built based on skills, 
 capability and availability (see Figure 28)

 

The third, fourth and fifth most cited responses 
all relate to the tension between driving variability 
out of the core process through focusing on 
predictability and productivity. Innovation needs, in 
this perspective, represents change and potential 
disruption to these objectives. 

Risk and its impact on innovation was a key theme 
of our 2016 interview series – ‘CEO Insights’ – with 
fifteen mining CEOs and chairmen, and their 
responses provide some insight as to how today’s 
businesses might deal with perceived risk and 
innovation. 

Executives should:

F I G U R E  2 7

Conservative follower

 55  45

Fast follower

 52  48

Lead across industries

 22  78

Lead industry

 34  66

 100%
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Feed through 
exisiting hierarchy

Form dedicated cross 
functional team

Highly successful

Successful

Not very successful

HOW SUCCESSFUL HAVE INTRODUCTIONS OF NEW INNOVATIONS 
BEEN INTO YOUR BUSINESS?

Allocate to existing 
implementation group

Customise approach 
for circumstances

The difficulty that many executives have encountered 
lies not only in what technology is being implemented, 
but also in who is implementing the technology. The 
more that companies customise their approach for 

existing circumstances and reduce the degree to 
which they feed responsibility through the existing 
hierarchy as a default strategy – the more successful 
their introductions of technology tend to be. 

WHAT IS THE BEST WAY TO ENABLE D IG ITAL 
TRANSFORMATION IN YOUR BUSINESS?

Create vision and implement structured roadmap

Create vision and incentivise agile change

Active open systems approach

Focus on high value digital bottlenecks

Adopt an integrated platform offering

32

BY  %  OF RESPONDENTS

23

17

16

12

Finally, technology roadmaps provide an excellent 
way to manage the complexity of technology change, 
particularly when designed and communicated openly 
and transparently. The critical element is to ensure 
that the overall roadmap design is anchored in the 
strategic vision for the company – that is, clearly linked 
to achieving competitive advantage in the business’ 
stated areas of core competency. Survey participants 
identified the development of a vision and roadmap 
as the most critical way to improve innovation in their 
companies (see Figure 29).

In creating such a roadmap, all decision makers 
throughout the business can act decisively and 
with confidence that they are doing the right thing, 
aligning technology investment decisions across both 
day-to-day operations and strategic objectives. This 
process ensures sustainability as the workforce and 
operational needs change over time, particularly in the 
current environment of fast technology change.

F I G U R E  2 8

F I G U R E  2 9

 13  33  7  48

 23  28  8  41

 38  18  12  32  100%
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In our last survey in 2015 and the subsequent 2016 
CEO interviews, the question of how to balance top 
down driven innovation strategy and bottom up 
innovation was a central one (see Figure 30). The 
natural tension between these two schools of thought 
in many ways mirrored broader economic policy 
debates around the world, one’s view on which is 
more effective often being a product of their position 
and background. We have also seen this mirrored in 
much of our advisory work as businesses tackle the 
challenge of fostering innovation and its associated 
productivity improvements. 

Despite many leaders preferring targeted, top 
down strategy and planning as the best means for 
establishing a sustainable competitive advantage, 
to maintain control and governance, this is alone, 
regularly not the optimal case. Competitive advantage 
often arises through bottom up initiatives to solve 
specific operational challenges before leading to the 
establishment of sustainable advantage. 

APPROACH: TOP DOWN AND BOTTOM UP INNOVATION

WHERE DO YOUR INNOVATION SUCCESSES COME FROM? F I G U R E  3 0

COMBINED 

TOP DOWN & BOTTOM UP

Respondents who favour  
a combined approach to 
innovation are more 
likely to be:

  Service companies

  Based in India and Australia

  Innovation leaders

TOP DOWN

Respondents who favour 
a Top Down approach 
to innovation are more 
likely to be:

  Mining companies

  Based in South Africa

  Innovation followers

BOTTOM UP

Respondents who favour  
a Bottom Up approach to 
innovation tend to be:

  A mix of mining and  
service companies

  Not preferred in any region

  Innovation followers

RANDOM

Respondents who favour  
a more random approach 
to innovation were more  
likely to be:

  Service companies

  Based in North America

  Innovation leaders and 
followers

INNOVATION 
PROFILES

Success 
rate

Success 
rate

Success 
rate

Success 
rate
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TOP DOWN INNOVATION

LONG TERM 
FOCUS

BOTTOM UP INNOVATION

SHORT TERM 
FOCUS

There is open recognition by CEOs we have 
interviewed that the more business moves to 
tighter hierarchical processes, greater compliance, 
more standards and greater centralisation ‘which is 
necessary to control margins’, the greater the risk of 
value-adding, bottom-up innovation and potential 
new competitive advantage gains being stifled. More 
rigid processes applied too broadly unnecessarily 
impede the unpredictable, organic value creation of 
their businesses – to an extent; as one CEO said: 

As the infographic demonstrates, the more 
successful a company is at leading and implementing 
innovation, the more likely it is that they seek to 
achieve a balance between their top down and bottom 
up approaches. For them, it is not a question of one or 
the other. Just recognising that both are valid and that 
they can never be fully reconciled, and do in fact shape 
one another, is the biggest requirement of executives.

Balancing top down strategy with bottom up 
emergent innovation can best summarised with three 
clear areas of focus: 

1 Embed institutional learning through the constant 
iteration of planning in a dynamic fashion.  

 
Begin with strategy and incentivise the creation 
and communication of bottom up ideas. Let 
this process then inform the strategy and the 
technology roadmaps. Effectively doing this 
requires a focus on building and maintaining 
internal capability.

2 Recognising when a bottom up idea should 
be elevated, enhanced and championed at a 
corporate level.  

 
Too early and the initial energy and ownership 
is lost, too late and the idea burns out without 
adequate funding and support, meaning it never 
reaches its value potential for the business.

3 Knowing how to allow enough autonomy in the 
core process to enable bottom up innovation 
without adversely impacting safety or continuity 
of production.  

 
This is a key question that is addressed in the 
section ‘Risk: Conservatism in a risky business’ 
page 54.

‘The law of self-interest still manages 
to find its way through the most 
discouraging top-down processes.’

APPROACHES TO INNOVATION F I G U R E  3 1
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#10  THE CASE FOR D IVERSITY – AN INNOVATION PERSPECTIVE

The link between gender diversity in senior leadership 
positions and business performance is well 
established – having more women in leadership teams 
makes good business sense. Profitability and return on 
investments increase when (a critical mass of women 
is reached, ie over 30%) with the representation of 
women – but what about innovation? 

Fundamentally, companies innovate for two reasons:  

1 To gain competitive advantage and sustain 
profitability; and

2 To protect themselves against disruption  
from external shifts.

It is the role of the executive and the board to see 
these shifts and position the company to achieve 
sustainable competitive advantage. The mining 
industry has historically been poor at achieving these 
two aims, instead resorting to slow, reactive strategic 
decision making as the external world changed.

 

‘Every study has shown that companies 
perform more and better if they have a 50/50 
[gender] balance, and that has to go through 
all levels of the industry. There are still a lot of 
companies in the mining industry that don’t 
have any women in the level directly below 
the C-Suite... it’s a business issue.’

Male

FemaleLogistics

New business model

Exploration

Integration

End use applications

Processing

Extraction

Competitors

DIFFERENCES IN THE WAY D ISRUPTION IS PERCEIVED

WEIGHTING OF RESPONSES BY GENDER

 62  38

 60  40

 57  43

 47  53

 46  54

 45  55

 39  61

 38  62  100%
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This is why the results of the gender analysis were 
so intriguing. On questions regarding the nature and 
direction of change in mining, women saw the impact 
of broader shifts and trends quite differently from 
their male colleagues. 

Where women pointed to the potential for business 
model disruption for incumbent mining companies, 
men continued to focus on specific technologies that 
will drive change. 

On the other end of the spectrum, men appear to be 
far more concerned with competitors than women 
– an explanation for this could be that women tend 
to view the industry more as a system than one 
of adversarial competition. This may indicate that 
women would be more open to the collaboration and 
innovative partnerships, that most in the industry 
recognise will be core capabilities in addressing future 
technology change.

‘No surprises here – women tend to be more creative… which is only one of the 

reasons why we need greater diversity balance in the industry.’

S A N D E E P  B I S W A S ,  C E O  A N D  M D  –  N E W C R E S T  M I N I N G  L I M I T E D

Looking at the data, it is not a stretch to argue that 
male dominated leadership teams risks reinforcing 
the status quo in the future. The problem is that under 
current market conditions, where short term focus on 
costs and margins are driving investment decisions, 
status quo leadership and strategic approaches 
are no longer adequate to generate and maintain 
competitive advantage in the industry. 

What is required are leadership teams whose skill and 
experience bases are sufficiently diverse to identify 
and capture new opportunities and who recognize 

the need to foster a diverse, engaged workforce 
that challenge conventional wisdoms. This includes 
appointing women to roles not traditionally held 
by females such as Chief Operating Officer, Chief 
Financial Officer, General Manager of Operations, and 
General Manager of Technology. 

One thing is clear. In an industry where men still 
outnumber women, diversity in leadership teams  
will increasingly become more than a regulatory  
or reputational concern – it will become a  
strategic concern. 

Women tend to have different  
professional experiences

Women tend to view problems differently –  
and therefore solutions

Women tend to be marginalized in discussions  
until a critical mass is reached (>30%)

Women tend to be more creative decision  
makers as they become more senior 10

Women in leadership tend to be correlated  
with better company performance over time

Women in leadership tend to drive improved  
brand image

Women in leadership increases are aligned with 
gender focused regulation in most parts of the world

Diverse leadership teams correlate  
with better company performance

The case for increasing the levels of women in leadership positions:

10  Erica Smyth, ICRAR – Non executive director; NOPSEMA – Chair; National Energy Resources Australia – Non executive 

director; ANSTO – Deputy Chair; Deep Exploration Technologies CRC – Non executive director
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Automation, analytics and artificial intelligence are 
once more seen as the technologies that will have the 
most transformative impact on mining into the future. 
In North America and Australia, where wages are high, 
the central benefit of automation is often seen as its 
ability to reduce operating costs. 

Something that can be underestimated is the 
systemic way in which it can create space for higher 
value work. This is because the lowest value-add, 
easiest to program, and highest room for error 
processes are the initial ones to be automated, and 
while this does imply job losses (some estimate up to 
50% of automated roles), it also frees these workers 
to do higher value work – new work. 

The last 15 years has seen several industries from 
aeronautical, automotive and banking through to 
today’s mining industry confronting the question of 
how to bridge the physical and digital divide through 
automation. Most of the benefits of automation 
comes when it is applied consistently throughout 
the business. Applied systemically, automation will 
also drive the effective implementation of related 
technologies that otherwise seem diffuse and poorly 
targeted, such as digitisation and communications 
infrastructure.

Following this question is the challenge of moving 
further into the digital space and understanding 
what this means for the organisational design 
of the business. Fear of change and their future 
relevance in the work place is always at the forefront 
of employees’ mind when discussing automation but 
good employees will always be willing to use the tools 
so long as they perceive it to be in their best interests. 
Demonstrating this improvement through visceral 
experience and experimentation is therefore a key 
change management task. 

New work is the central impact of automation – the 
people who have the most to fear in this change are 
not front line operators whose work lives are typically 
improved and made more rewarding, but mid-level 
managers who need to reimagine who and what they 
are managing. They often struggle to interpret their 
role in a world where they are not leading these large 
groups of people. At the more senior levels the key 
question is – what are the new roles of the people who 
used to manage people? Using data-led insights, they 
will likely be ultimately responsible for creating new 
priorities for work and processes that will, in effect, 
turn people into knowledge workers. 

PEOPLE: NEW WORK AND THE NEXT WORKFORCE

‘Many lead operators hate automation. They struggle to imagine a world where 

they are not leading large groups of people. These mid-level managers tend to 

be the most insistent that automation won’t work.’8

Incumbent workers understand the work to be 
automated better than anyone, and so they are 
often the best at overseeing and refining the new 
automated work. They are in the best place to analyse 
the data that is generated by automation but, with 
current organisational structures and incentives, are 
not typically given the time or scope to do it.

When considering change management, leaders need 
to understand that their biggest change issues will 
generally be with the mid-level managers. However, 
if the business provides their organisation with 
information about the benefits of the new processes 

and give them the space and opportunity to find and 
define their new role in relation to them, then some of 
their fear may be addressed. Over time, an engaged 
approach that steers clear of large scale ‘efficiency’ 
headcount reductions can help to build a groundswell 
of support for automation within the business more 
broadly. The structures and incentives are often 
not set up to allow this, a point we will address in the 
following section ‘Organisation: Achieving flow, freedom 
and a stable workforce’. 

The evolution of the way we work is being driven by 
two key factors: changing demographics and a new 

8   Paul Leonardi, University of California, Santa Barbara 
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generation entering the workforce that has grown 
up in a digital world; and increasing automation of 
tasks. (see: New work and the next workforce, page 
61). Generational change is nothing new and it has 
always brought an evolution in the way we work – in 
many ways it is the inevitable vehicle – but there 
are nuances in what distinguishes it this time. The 

rate of technology change is higher than it has ever 
been which makes the change in generations more 
relevant as they have grown up in a world of this 
(digital) technology. To explain the point, it was not 
the technology that enabled the paperless office 
that reduced paper consumption (computers and 
printers actually increased it) but it was the changing 
demographics of executives, shifting from those 
who preferred paper print outs to those who are 
comfortable with screens.

Our interviews with South African CEOs highlighted 
another aspect to generational change – globalisation 
and access to global information has created 
significant change in the expectations of their next 
generation of workers. They no longer want to do the 
manual, risky work that their parents did. This is a huge 
challenge for South Africa as they have a lot of manual 
work that is difficult to automate due to current 
organised labour constraints. Overcoming this change 
is one of their most pressing tasks.

The prevailing theme of organisational design is 
fluidity. The game has changed from the big, static 
organisational development and process re-design 
programmes of the 1990s and early 2000s which 
incorporated stages such as un-freeze, change, 
re-freeze, to a much more dynamic state of 
change. Digital technologies are creating the ability 
for business to provide what their people want – 
empowerment to deploy their inherent problem 
solving skills. 

New systems are enabling a complexity of interaction 
to evolve within the organisation that is simply beyond 
the ability of leaders to pre-design. Therefore, making 
change to organisational systems and design should 
be undertaken in the same way systemic technology 
is implemented – through careful testing and piloting. 
This approach addresses both the fear of large 
scale change and the ability to learn and adjust the 
approach to achieving the goal of full integration. 

How best to achieve integration of innovation with 
existing operations? Old, hierarchical structures are 
being increasingly seen to be a hindrance and yet are 
endemic in large organisations. New organisational 
structures are aimed at achieving integration by 
sharing information through transparency and 
enabling flatter organisations. 

Executives cannot simply decide that they will 
oversee the transition to a flatter organisation – it will 
happen more through purpose driven technology 
implementation. At one mining company, the re-
design and automation of their new end-to-end 
planning system should make life easier and empower 
people rather than putting them inside a box and 
regimenting their work – working on the system rather 
than in it.

ORGANISATION: ACHIEVING FLOW, FREEDOM AND A STABLE WORKFORCE

‘We are one of the few companies who have implemented a reverse mentorship 

where each one of the leaders has a young person who mentors us on what is 

happening on IOT (because these youngsters know more than we do).’
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#11  THE CHALLENGE OF D IG ITAL TRANSFORMATION

Digital transformation is perhaps one of the most 
commonly discussed topics in the mining industry 
in 2017. It seems everyone understands they need 
to do it but few are clear on the best way to achieve 
it. Most are concerned about the technical risks – 
however, the biggest challenge in transforming a 
mining company through digital technology is that 

of change resistance from workforces – specifically, 
middle management whose current jobs are most at 
risk through the improved flow of information and the 
breaking down of traditional hierarchical structures.

‘With the emergence of big data, 
automation, and artificial intelligence, 
the transition from data to information 
(experience) will be pivotal to getting a 
business advantage. This will be driven by 
young tech savvy incumbents.’

Resistance to change

Skills availability

Leadership

Attracting key talent

De-manning of operations

Skills development

Flattening organisational 
structures

Maintaining data security

WHAT IS L IKELY TO BE THE B IGGEST PEOPLE (ORGANISATIONAL)
CHALLENGE FROM INCREASED DATA,  ANALYTICS AND AUTOMATION?

Data transparency and privacy

Regulatory changes

18

14

12

12

12

10

8

6

5

3

Skills availability is also a primary issue. Simply put, 
data science and data management skills are not 
traditional competencies of mining companies. As 
an industry, our current understanding of what these 
skills will need to be going forward, and how many 

we will need, is at an immature level of conscious 
incompetence. Difficulty is not only in technical  
design and detail but also in the leadership of the 
company and resourcing project management offices 
for agile transformation.

BY %  OF RESPONDENTS
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An important aspect of this change is the need to 
experiment organisationally and to both learn (given 
uncertainty and complexity) and demonstrate results 
(to overcome resistance). Through our 2016 interview 
series – ‘CEO Insights’ – and our advisory work, we 
have noticed a distinct reticence to commit to a given 
fixed approach or single platform provider given past 
experiences with ERP implementations (too slow, too 
expensive, ineffective – and now potentially obsolete). 

When seeking to digitally transform a mining business 
– or parts of a mining business – there are several 
principles to follow:

1 Develop a clear vision for how your business  
will operate

2 Design and refresh a technology roadmap  
to achieve this vision

3 Instil a process and culture of agile change

HOW PREPARED IS YOUR COMPANY FOR D IG IT ISAT ION?

Well prepared

Prepared

Not prepared

Poorly prepared

WHAT IS THE BEST WAY TO ENABLE D IG ITAL TRANSFORMATION IN YOUR BUSINESS?

Create vision and implement structured roadmap

Create vision and incentivise agile change

Active open systems approach

Focus on high value digital bottlenecks

Adopt an integrated platform offering

32

23

17

16

12

One CEO said that they have given up being 
prescriptive with respect to application 
standardisation and integration – they have already 
wasted huge amounts of time and money attempting 
to do so. The way forward, he said, is to focus on data 
pooling, quality and access – ‘data centricity’, letting 
application design and choice evolve competitively. 
It is a very different philosophy than the integrated 
platform approach. 

Through avoiding single, mega integrated platforms, 
businesses can enable and profit from innovation 
in the open system through specialisation and 
competition. The biggest risk is that leaders, under 
pressure to change, will revert to the large platform 
implementation approach (masquerading as an open 
system) from one of the major providers. 

Conservative follower

 4  36  48  11

Fast follower

 8  50  42

Lead across industries

 56  2 36  6

Lead industry

 20  55  25

 100%

BY %  OF RESPONDENTS
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‘Silos in the industry – geologists, engineers and mineral processors all want to stay in 

their ‘place’. Innovative solutions will come easier when opportunities to look across 

the value chain are realised.’

Overly restrictive designs can get in the way of 
leveraging the data created through automation 
and sensor networks and the adoption of clear 
improvements and innovation. Many of the 
connections we’d like people to make can be against 
the incentives and silos currently in place – internal 
collaboration and shared projects often do not make 
it through the morass because of restrictive cost 
centres and vertical accountabilities. From a cultural 
perspective, transparency of information and flatter 
structures fundamentally undermine the career 
based systems and informal patronage system that 
senior executives have invested in for their entire 
career. 

One of the biggest findings from this year’s results 
was the primacy of change management in 
implementing innovation, ranking by far as the biggest 
reason for failure in innovation programs (see Figure 
32) and second overall as the largest impediment to 
moving forward (see Figure 26). 

This reflects a lack of substantial progression in how 
we think about managing change. However, the new 
concept of piloting organisational change is emerging 
in innovative organisations outside of mining.

WHEN IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMS OF NEW INNOVATIONS FAIL , 
WHAT IS GENERALLY THE REASON?

Change management

Budget

Project complexty

Technology integration

Impatience

Unforeseen impacts

Insufficient benefits

Skills

Schedule

Partner relationships

Technology maturity

26

11

10

9

9

8

8

7

7

3

2

F I G U R E  3 2
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New tools can create new problems and unforeseen 
impacts within the organisation, and as such, people 
are now looking at how these can be simulated to see 
how these tools evolve. Pilot programs can test new 
processes, technology, and structures in practice are 
of critical importance, although they can be potentially 
intrusive and allow only limited iterations. 

Digital simulations using multi-agent approaches are 
the ultimate intent, given their ability to run unlimited 
iterations with no intrusion, but are not quite viable yet 
in terms of representing full complexity, although this 
is changing rapidly. These simulations can themselves 
create data that can be very valuable in supporting 
and communicating why change is necessary to  
the business. 

Although piloting change is a difficult thing to do in 
many diffuse organisations, it is arguably an approach 
that is more viable in mining, given the spread of 
discrete assets within each business. Given the huge 
cost and energy imposts of large change programmes 

in mining over the past decade, there is potentially 
a lot of value in taking a more innovative approach 
to testing organisational change before rolling it out 
across all operations. Arguably, it has the potential to 
have similar payoffs and rationale as technical piloting 
of projects – and, in fact, should be combined with the 
piloting of new technologies where possible. 

‘Provide some job security for technological researchers in mining, in universities 

or research laboratories or even companies. Otherwise people don’t take up 

technology careers in mining because of the cyclical nature of the business.’

An influential school of thought over the past decade 
has been the hypothesis that new digital work will 
mean that workforces will have an ever-increasing 
number of careers and jobs over the course of their 
working lives. This is predicated on the idea that the 
switching costs from job to job will be dramatically 
lowered as experience becomes more transparent 
and remote work becomes more common. However, 
a paradox of this idea is that for many companies 
with open and loose structures, their workforces are 
becoming more stable. 

Perhaps this reflects an important insight for leaders 
designing organisational models – if workers have the 
freedom to move and are fearful of losing their jobs, 
they will leave. However, if workers have the freedom 
to move but are given autonomy to work and define 
their role, they will invariably stay.
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The mining industry has traditionally used a small 
range of partnership models for delivering innovation, 
relying heavily on in-house development, single point, 
scope-driven partnerships and funding of university 
research. 

In many ways, using such a consistent range of models 
makes sense when the technical and developmental 
requirements are relatively well known – albeit, not 
greatly conducive to change beyond incremental 
improvement. With the distinct increase in the pace 
and sources of technology change over the past 
decade, these partnership models alone are no longer 
adequate.

Mining companies appear to be prioritising selected 
partnerships over in-house approaches. This is an 
important insight that companies are attempting to 
break their problem down to clear areas of expertise 
and then finding a range of partners who can help 
them deal with it. 

A potential issue with this approach is in the owner’s 
team management, balancing the amount of control 
that should be ceded to partners versus retention of 
knowledge in-house for competitive advantage. In 
many instances, competitive advantage over other 
businesses lies in integration of the various solutions, 
and this tendency will only increase as the trend 
towards specialisation increases.

PARTNERSHIPS: MODELS FOR DELIVERING INNOVATION

WHEN FACED WITH THE NEED FOR BREAKTHROUGH 
INNOVATION WHAT APPROACH WOULD YOU TYPICALLY USE?

Selected 
partners

Collaboration 
with peers

In-house Partner Collaborative 
research centre

Venturing Acquisition Consortia Crowd

23 22

17

12 12

4 4 4
2

Executives also appear to be becoming much more 
willing to collaborate with peer competitors to address 
key challenges in specific areas of their value chains. 
Much like the use of selected partners, they realise 
that competitive advantage is a much broader 
concept that is achieved through the integration of a 
range of capabilities. 

Despite this, the nature of collaboration dictates that 
companies are very selective in who they approach. 
Other businesses are selected not just based on 
a common challenge and need, but more often 
because they want to work with a smart company. For 
this reason, it is likely that we will increasingly see large 
and small miners begin to collaborate to tackle key 
challenges facing the industry. 

Crowd and consortia models are ranked very lowly in 
comparison to more familiar forms of partnering. This 

is despite the seeming good fit with contemporary 
mining challenges that have a heavy digital element – 
an aspect that has driven a surge in crowd approaches 
in other industries. Are these ideas whose time has 
yet to come? 

With platforms for exchange and collaboration 
emerging in different corners of the industry, we may 
see a resurgence. 

‘A collaborative approach by industry 
would allow the critical mass required 
to catalyse the innovation ecosystem 
and government should create 
policies that influence collaboration 
and innovation.’

F I G U R E  3 3
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CONCLUSION
There is a real sense of excitement surrounding 
innovation in the mining industry in 2017 as long 
discussed trends have begun to make their mark. 

The industry is being buoyed, perhaps temporarily, 
by improved demand and prices which is giving 
innovation the funding and strategic space it has 
not had for a decade as expansions and then cost 
cutting consumed most of the oxygen. Mining is also 
beginning to take advantage of underlying technology 
change that has been driven by other industries, 
updating and applying it for its own ends.

Perhaps when we look back at this period, it will be 
seen as the dawn of the digital age of mining. 

Many of the building blocks for the long-held vision 
of fully autonomous mining are being put in place. 
Flexible, open data platforms; sensor technology 
on everything for everything: ubiquitous, fast 

communications coverage; and investment in the 
skills required to manage these systems. But the 
question remains – in a physical industry, where 
miners must ultimately break, move and process 
rocks – can digital technology truly deliver the step 
change improvements required?

For us at the State of Play, this is why some of the 
innovations we are most excited about are not only 
digital, but physical. 

The challenges of achieving in-situ extraction are 
being systematically overcome – albeit slowly. It is 
the promise of combining this form of low impact 
extraction with the progress towards achieving a 
‘glass earth’ exploration capability that holds the 
potential for a revolutionary impact for the industry. 

Adding to this disruptive potential, energy 
technologies are rapidly forcing executives to 

68
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consider how their core process should look when 
energy has a marginal cost of close to zero. 

Herein lies the conundrum at the forefront of 
executives’ minds. 

How much investment and attention should be placed 
on the very necessary adoption of digital technologies 
if they will not ultimately drive the creation of 
competitive advantage? How should technologies 
that can achieve a competitive advantage - often 
being a combination of advances in digital, physical 
and energy – be funded when they are inherently long 
term and uncertain? 

Several companies are already moving to address 
this innovation investment question with the 
understanding that exploration should not be the 
only quarantined ‘risk investment’ category, but 
rather, should be included alongside technology, 
social integration and business development. To be 
sustainable over the long term, each of these must  
be closely aligned to the business strategy that 
describes how each company aims to achieve their 
competitive advantage. 

Ultimately, some fundamental things remain  
the same. 

Major decisions must relate to strategy, which in 
turn must be communicated clearly throughout the 
business to efficiently align other decisions made 
lower down in the organisation. And throughout it 
all, leaders need to remain mindful of technology 
thermals developing, as well as the cyclic nature of 
the industry, and ensure that longer term objectives 
remain funded throughout the cycle. 

We are at the ideal point to embed this principle in 
businesses – most mining and METS organisations 
have cut costs deeply over the past three years 
leaving a relatively clean slate with which to  
go forward. 

New skills are being developed and acquired which 
create the opportunity to foster a fresh cultural 
approach to technology and innovation. 

Organisations themselves will begin to manage 
change as an ongoing team process across all parts of 
the hierarchy, understanding how it best fits with the 
need for balance between top down and bottom up 
innovation. 

Going forward, there is a very real chance the 
prevailing uniformity in how we mine will be replaced 
by several real and economic mining methods that are 
driven by regional needs with their particular approach 
to innovation. 

These are exciting times for mining technology; we 
are eagerly anticipating seeing how the industry 
transforms itself …
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